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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERIES NO: RD215B

..N-- ENHANCING PLACEIVIENT
.reN

SEX EQ6ITY\TRAINING PACKAGE(V
r\J UNLUKING NONTRADWONAL CAREERS

LgJ Judith A. Sechler ,

..

1981

The purpose of this training package is to build collaborative relationships and commitment
between'yocational educatoq and employers in order to enhance placertient of women and men in
occupations nontraditional to their sex.'

. * . ._

Audience: Employer representativesespecially members of local advisory councils ,
and .focational eilucator representatives,,e4lher of guidance or, prOgram areas

, (total recommended gioUp.size is 10-25 persons). .-

..,
Local placement coordinator, preferably teamed with a local employer, a

, vocational education teacher, or a repretentative of the state advisory.council.
s

...
,

,

Facifitator(s):

Qontent: The three units of this training package ar:e intended for use beyond the
initial stage of raising awareness of the need for sex equity. Unit I is designed
to update the participants.' awardness of the current status and motivation of
nontraditional students and workers. Unit II focuses on breaking down myths
and stereotypes by sharing success stories about nontraditional workers and 1
students. Unit II l provides training to achieve skills for positive interactions
with nontraditionals, to sJDlve potential problems gncountered by nontradi-
tionals, azid to develop 6utual action plans for collaborative placement
strategies.

Time: . - . . IN ree units varies, depending upon how many separate
i

sessions are conducted. Unit I is 60-90 minutes rn length. Unit II contains
five optional 1-,hour sessiorls. Unit II l has four optional 90-minute sessions.
(TotaTestimated duration'is 41/2-6% hours.)

Resources: 3 tape cassettes
15 handouts
13 tape scririts

. 9-transparency masters (4 sets)
1 set role pray Cards
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Backgrod: This particular training pkkage is one of four in a series,developed to assist...
state sex equity coordinators. There is a need for collaboration betwebn schools
and industry to en'hance placement of men and women in occupations nontradi-
tional tot,their sex. Consequently,.this package is designed to itfcrease the ability
of vocational educators and emploVers to deal prOactively_with.nontraditional
student§ and workers. The approach is holistic in the sense that materials
encourage consideration of a range of nontraditionals' placement needs from
initial student recruitment to employer sudport serviced. Analysts of social 1.

cl-inge, as well as"psychologists, have observed that it is easier to change behavior

wthan attitudes. lt follows that sex discrimination.ts much easier to combat than
sex bias ands'ex stereotyping. This package addresses the doMain of attitudes',
through training with an emphasis upon hands-on experience and exposure to
role models. The role models are advocate$,of nontraditional placementvith
success stories to tell.

Special The seqfience of units is intentional, but facilitators should feel ree'witnin

Instructions: --each unit to.delete, add, or exchange activities depending-upon participant
needs and preferences. Before using each unkt, become familiar with the
materials and worksllop objectives; do background reading as needed.
Whereyer taped interviews.aPpear, recognize tliat live interViews and panels
with comparable persons cari be substituted if available. Despite the limited
availability of resources dealing with men as nontraditionals, focus where
'possible on the problems and issues pertaining to nontraditionals of both
sexes. As.participants work in)arge and small groups, encourage interaction

; between employers and vocational educators. Where possible, encourage
participants to determine the choice and pacing Of activities. FOster an
informal, opera atmosphere for pafficipants to develop spobtanOity and

rapport with each other:
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interested in UNLOCKING NONTRAOITIONAL CAREERS?.

"In

Orderoll four Sex rquity Trairfing Packages

Communication'Slcills RD 216-A ...S 14.00

for vocational students
c,

Enhancing Placement RD 215-B

for vocational instructors/counselors
and employers °

, Parent Awareness Rd 215-C

for parents of future vocat ional students

Recruitment Skills
for vocational educators

S,20.00.

S 5.10

RD 215-D §, 6.50

-Order all four.at the special set,price .
RD-215 A-D S 44.00 .

c..

Each training package-contains i'eaching outlines, appro priate handout and transparenpy Originals,

media, speeches, etc. for a complete (raining workshop. These creative materialiswill appeal to

your Sudience and unlock new ideas. . , , ,

4

, ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
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When ordering, please use order number and title.

Orders of S10-04 or less 'should be prepaid. Make

remittance payabte to the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education Mail Order to,

The National Center- for .Research
in Vocational 4lucation

National Center Publications, Box F

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Prices listed are in effect at the time of publication
of this book i;ll wices include postage and handling.

Prices are s'ubject to charige..without notice:

Quantity Discounts

,Orde'rs Of five (5) or more items:as listed by publicá,
tion order 'nu'rnber and title, with a total deillar value

forthe_cir.der.-af

S 50 to $100, the,discount is' 5%
5101 to S200, the discount is 10%
5201 to S300, the discount is 15%
$301 to-g400, the discouht is 20%'
$401 and above,The discoupt is 25%.

Imeniational Orders

All orders, in any amount, from outside the United '
States and its possessions are to be baid m U.S. cur-

rency Additional postage and handling charges may

be added. for foreign shipments., if necessary.

For further-informatioo contact:
The Program Information Office
The National' Center for Research' in Vocational Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210-

Telephdne: (614) 486-3655 or (809) 804815
Cable: CTVCYCE-DOSU/Columbos, Ohio

,
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Robert E Taylor

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with thADffice bf
Vooauonal and Adult Education, U.S. Department of Education. Contractors
undertaking such protects under Government sponsorship are encouraged to
express freely their judgment in professional and technical matters. Points of
view or opinions do not, therefore, necessarily represent official U.S. Depart-
ment of Education positien or policy.

Title VI of the Clyil Rights Act of 1964 states, "No person in the United
,States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin,'be excludellf from
participation in, be denied the benefits ofy-or be subjected tolliscrimmation
(Ander anrprog;am or activity receiving Fderal financiV, assistance." Title IX
of the Education Amendments of 1972, Public Law 92-318, states: "No Rerson
in the United States Well, on the basiseof sex, be excluded from participation in,
be denied the'benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under'any edUcation
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." Therefore, the
National Center for Research in Vocationat,Education Project, like every prd.
gran,..1 or activity ieceiving fin'ancial assatance from fhe U.S. Department. of
Education, must be operated in compliance with these laws..

r2:,..1111;41.....---

THE NATIONAL GENTER.MISSIWSTATEMENT

The National Center for Resdarch in Vocational 'Education's mission IS to increase the ability
of diverse agencies, institutions, and organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning, preparation, and progression, The National Center fulfills its
mission by:'

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educatiOnal prograits and products

' Evaluating mdividual program needs andtu,tcornes

Peoviding information fornatiOnal planning-and policy

Installing educational Programs and products

Operating information systems and services

Conducting leadership dev.elopment and training programs

The Ohio State University
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ENHANING PLACEMENT
Facilitator's Guide

UNIT 1
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A GOOD JOB MAKES

Objectives:

To share attitudes about experiences with nontraditional students and workers in order to
clarify successes and problem areas for vocational educators and employers.

To become familiar with demographic information in order to better understand the current
status and motivation o.f female and male nontraditionats.

To view a film designed to broaden views of occupational choices in order to strengthen convic-
tions that myths and stereotypes about nontraditional workers should not be perpetuated.

To establish mbtual workshop priorities in terms of needs of diverse participants in order to
select the most useful curriculum from the rest of the training package.

Activity 1

)%ctivity 2

Activity 3
. (optional)

Outline

Introductory'Discussion 115 min.)

Up ate on E!rollment/Labor Force Data (30 min.)

Show inp of Film `.iWorking Equal" (15 min,)

HO 171
Cassette 1, Side 1

Cassette player
Tape Scripi 1-1

TR 1-1, 2
overhead projector
screen
HO k2
HO.I-3

film
16mm projector
scree,/

Activityl Review of Legislation Affecting Emploiers and HO 1-4
(optional) Vocational Educators (15 min.)

.Activity 5 Establishing Prioritres fOr Unit 11 (5 min.) HO k1

Activity 6 , Closing Discussion (10 min.) , Cassette 1, Side 1
Cassette player
Tape Script I -1
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Directions

Activity 1 Introductory Discussion (15 min.) HO 1-1 ,

Cassette 1, Side 1
'Cassette player

Be sure participants know each other and introduce yourself briefly. Distribute copieS of Handout 1-1
("Rerticipant's Workshop Agendas') and tnention the topics and sequence of the training. Then play
the "Initial Excerpt on Tape for Unit 1" on Cassette 1, Side 1, after preparing pafticipants with a brief
introduction to what they will hear. Use the tape to trigger discussion among participants, so that
employers and vocational educators begin to exchange.views and establish rapport.

Background Information

Before the meeting begins, whet participants' appetites kiia a.display,table of sample resources such as

books, listings, and other materials related to nontraditional enrollment and placement. The initial
statements on the tape by Chris, Sharron, Tom, and Chuck give aiprovocative rationale for women and
men to consider nontraditional options. This brief segment is also designed to call participants' atten-
tion to the legitimacy of providing nontraditional opportunities, as well as to promote greater familiarity
with the attitudes that nontraditionals have about their career decisions. Be sure to play the tape seg.

ments in advance, as well as review Tape Script 1-1.

Suggestions for Discussion

You might give parficipants a question to ponder as they listen to the tape. For example, you might
say, "Perhaps you sometinies wonder why on earth women and men want to pursue nontraditional
careers. Well-, here's what two students and two workers have to say." After playing the initial excerpt
on the tape, you can begin discussion by asking participants to react,to the tape in terms ofwhat sur-
prised or impressed them. Clarify that women often are attracted to nontraditional occupations for
economic reasons, whereas men make pursuing nontraditional mirk positions as a means to a tr-adi-

tional occupation.

Ask whether participants have had contact with nontraditionals in the classroom or on the jobJ
Encourage these persons, if present, to share some 6f their experiences and feelings regarding placement

of nontraditionals. Ask the Whole group how nontraditionalOare with others and how their presence'
affects the classroom or work setting..lt is important tfiat parifeThants feel the atmosphere iS open to
candid impressions, anecdotes, and assumptions. Let misinformation seface if necessarj/ to makepar-
ticipants feel accepted wherever they are in the process of attitudinal change and commitment. Maneuver
participants who are advocates to counter false claims without your needing to do so.,

Notes:
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Actiiiity 2 Update on Enrollment/Labor Force Data (30 min.) TR 1-1, 2
overhead projector
screen
HO 1-2, HO 1-3

Prepare participants to take the self-assessment forin, Handout 1-2 ("Facts and, Figures: Implications
for Vocational Educators and Employers"), by showing tne two transparencies lor this unit, TR 1-1, 2.

Inform participants before they answer the questions on Handout 1-2 that the correct answers and

sources of theslata are provided along with the questions. After participants have scored their an.swers-,

lead a discussion to identify the implications of these facts. After this discussion, distribute Handout

_ 1-3 ("Nontraditional Enrollment and Work Statistics"). Analyze the demographic data with participants.

Background Information

Sometimes in'awareness-raising workshops, participants are put off by an emphasis upon statistics to
justify nontraditionals. Hopefully, the previous discussion will set a receptive tone for proceeding with
the activity to resolve issues raised and focUs on facts, not just impressions. Be-oppn about the varying

timeliness of the demographic data, commenting that data from the 1980 census are not yet available.

In some instances, items were used despite tie date in order to ensure that men's, as well as women's,

issues were represented.

,

Suggestions for Discussion

In using the two transparencies,show'the first one while asking participants to estimate the percentage

of "typical" family units that currently exists in America in which the father works and the mothar is a
fu,11-time homemaker caring for two children. After estimates haye surfaced, show the second transparency

to dramatize how far from the usual stereotype our society really is/today.

After scoring the self-assessment forms, participants should discuss the implications of the demographic

data for employers-and vocational educators. Suggested discussion topics include

' economic and cultural pressure on women and-men;

motivation for nontraditional choices;

need to inform students about myths and-changing work force; ,

recruitment strategies;

placement of nontraditionals.

Make,several points with participants while discussing Handout 1-3. Encourage participants to compare

the amount and percentage of increase in nontraditional workers and students of both sexes. Also,

compare the numbers enrolled with the numbers employed. Note the occupations-in which the'increase
is mOst rapid and slowest. While examples of occtfpations are but a sampling otall those pertaining to
vocational education programs, they still demonstrate the need to consider placernent opportunities in
recruiting nontraditional students for enrollment in courses. Ask participants for reactionse.g., do the
statistics surprise, raise concerns, impress.

Notes:
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Activity 3
(optional)

Showing of filni'"Working Equal" (15 min.) film
16mm projectbr
screen

-Show this 7-minute film, if desired, to reinforce the impact of previous activities in strengthening
positive attitudes and commitment toward nontraditionals. In a brief discussion following the film,
ask participants to cite elements in the film that dramatize points previously discussed in this unit.

-

BackgrCiund Information
,

. . .

This film, developed under a grant from the Arizona Department of Education, exposes participants
to.successful wqmen and Men in nontraditional occupations. The 16mm film is available for $95.90.from: Arizona Department of Education .

1535 West Jefferson -

Phoenix, A2 85007

Complimentary copies in videdrcassette form are available on a limited basis upon recuerst and brief,, . .

statement' of specific intended use from: ,
_

. pissemination and Utilization Program ...
theNationaLCenter for Research in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
,COlumbus, OH 43210

:..

/

Suggestions for Discussion
,

Review 'With participants the most pOpular nontraditional occupafions for women and men. Ask how
one goes about enrolling in nontraditional classes or es an apprentice. Consider what attributes or
interests one should have to pursue nont.raditional work opportunitiet., f

,

Notes: ""

r
,

f
1.

i

,

4.

0
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Activity 4 Review of Legislation Affecting Employers
(optional) and Vocational Educators (15 min.)

HO 1-4

DistrOute copies of Handout 1-4 ("Milor Laws Banning Sex Discrimination in Employment and -"

Ethamation") to use in reviewing legislation bearing on nontraditional students and workers. Discias

the changes that have taken place since enactment of these laws, as well as the needs that employers

and vocational ethicators have experienced in the effort of compliance.

Notes:

, ttt

(

'Activity 5
k

r .

Establishing Ipiorities for Unit II (5 min.) HO 1-1

,Reiview.the options show.n for Unit 11 on Handout 1-1 ("Participant's Workshop Agenda"). Briefly'
describe the nature of the taped (or live, if used) interviews to be heard. Tell whet the other altivities

in Unit 11 are, so that participants can make an informed choice. Gain a consensus as to'the options
needed and preferred. HOpefully, you will use at least tWo of the 1-h6ur options. No particular sequence

of options is required. ,

4
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An alternative that may interest participants is to hear interviews With Raye, the female carpenter's
apprentice, and Ed, her traditional coworker. Bob, the carpenter's apprentice coordinator, refers to
Rave in his recruiter interview, as well. Each of these tapes is first in i;,s respective set to facilitate "use.

Background Information
. .

A't the end of Unit I, the activities and discussion that par-ticipants have experienced set the stage for
.. their selecting future sessions. ff live inteiviews are used instead of the tapes, allow sufficient titse

between sessions to make the necessary arrangements with speakei:s, '

Notes:

A

Activity 6 ,C)osing Discussion (10 min.)

,

Cassette 1, Side 1
Cassette player
Tape Script 1-1

Before playing "Closing Excerpt on Tave for Unit I" on Cassette 1, Side 1, briefly introduce the
segment by saying that hearing more of Sharron's experience as a nontraditional is guaranteed to
,remoye any lingering doubts about the need for.mutual commitment of participants to enhanse.
placement.

After the concluding tape, ask participants wOat impressed them about Sharron's comments, Then
ask them how typical Sharron may lie of othir nontraditional workers.

Background Informatiob

remaining time is shorter than the allotted ten minutes for this' activity, it may
play the tape and end the'session without saying anything. Or* the other hand, ti
permitting, participants may want to share their reactions and feelings.' It may be'

4,Zb

'rove effeCtIve to
ihterest

ign of success,
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however, if the tape jeaves the participants speechless and reflective. Be sensitive to that, too. Silence

eah be a powerful force in this iniiance.

Notes:

ftle

,

,

tcr,N1
4
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UNIT II

ENHANCING PLACEMENT
Facilitator's Guide .

THE WORD'S GETTING OUT ABOOT NONTRADITIONALS
I

Objectives:

To discuss popular assumptions and nontraditionals' reactions in order to develop greater
understanding of the placement problems experienced by nontraditionals.

To hear at least two sets of tiped interviews with employers, recruiters, nontraditiorialst
vocational educators, or traditional coworkers in order to encounter actual experience with

nontraditionals and to gain further perspectiveon placement issues.

Activity 1
(Use with first
option only.)

Activity 2
(Use with
both options.)

Activity 3
(Choose tivo of
five options for
separate sessions.

Activity 4
(Use with
both options.)

Activity 5
(Use with fin;1
option only.)

Outline

Problems that Nontradititinals Have (15 min.)

Popular Assumptions Diellard (10 Min.)

Firsthand Interviews Fight Myths (20min.)
Option A Employers
Option B Recruiters
Option C Nontraditionals
Option D Vodational Educators
Option E Traiditional Coworkers

Closing Discussion (16-25 min.)

/Setting Priorities for Unit III (5 min.). :

14

I

TR 111-15
H011-1
overhead projector
screen

HO 11-2. ,

Tape Cassettes 1-3
Cassette player

. Tape Scripts 11 1 - 12

HO 11-3
Tape Scripts 11.1 -12

HO 1-1



BacErground Information

The underlying purpose of this.unit is to provide employers and vocational educators the opportunity
to hear firsthand accounts of persons (either or on tape) who are familiar pith nontraditional'
workers. Reacting to these accounts, popular assumptions, and nontraditionals' grievances should

'strengthen participants' commitment to dispel myths holding back placement of nontraditionals.

The structure of these.sessions may depend on the time available and your or partiCipants' preference.
Two sessions are recommended. Note in the outline above that certain activities are used with one
session and others are used with both sessions. it is expecte'd that the closing distussion in the second
session will be longer than the first since views will have become more developed.

.Directions

Activity
, (Use with
first option
only.)

Problems that Nontragitionals Have 15 min.) TR 11 1 -
HO 11-1
overhead'projector
screen

Show the transparencies 11=1 - 5 to inject some humor into the proceedings andiarouse interest in
the session. The cartoons are intended to stimulate discussion rather than to preach. Use them
especially as an introduction to Handout 11-1 ('Factsheet on Nontrkitionals"). Before distributing
copies of this handout, pool existing knowledge by asking participants whether male and female
hontraditioryl workers are still experiencing problems on the job. Also ask them whether nontradi-
tionals oe-one sex may have more problems than the other. Having established participants' hypotheses,
test them with the information on Handout 11-1.

Suggestions for Discussion

While the transparencies are self-explanatory, you may wish tO chat informally with participants
. while showing them. Ask them:for example, to share an-ecdotes that the transparencies suggest, or

ask them to assess how fai-fetched the situations may or may not be. In using Handout II -1, consider
questions such as the following:

What problems seem the most serious?
'In what,ways could placement oMcials alleviate them?
What seems to be at the heart of the problems that nontraditionals of each sex experience?
How does the motivation of nontraditionals of 'each sex seem to differ?
What problems may nontraditionals of eaCh sex haie because of the views their

traditional coworkers hold about them?

Notes:

15
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Activity 2
(Use with
both options.)

I
D

Popular AssuMptions Die Hard (10 min.)

e

r

,

-
HO 11-2

Handout 11-2 ("Popular Assumptions") reflects some of the myths and stereots that nontradi-
tionals encounter. Use it in each session to help participants concentrate on listening to the taptss.

, Encourage them to add popular assumptions to thaselisied on the handout whict/ they feel need to
be overcome. If Option C is chosen and participants listen to two nontraditionals, have them check
the assumptioqs predicted as giving nontraditionals the most difficulty, If preferred, Handout 11 -2
can be made into a transparency and filled out collectively.

Notes: ,

..

i

.

Activity 3
(Choose 2 of
5 options for
separate sessions.)

Firsthand.Interviews Fight Myths (20 min.) Tape Cassettes 1-3
Cassette player
Tape Scripts 11 1 -12,
HO 11-2

Play two interviews representing an oPtion chosen by participants at the end Of Unit I. Give a brief
,introduction to each interview before starting the tape. This will necessitate becoming familiar with

the tape and tape scripts beforehand. After hearing the first interview, stop the tape and use Handout
1.1-2 to Identify the assumptions refuted by the interviewer. Repeat this after the second interview.
Use the same handout if live interviews are held instead of playing the tapes.

Background Information

In planning your introduction to the interviews, you may find the following description useful.

Option A Employers ,

(Lillian, 12 minutes 48 seconds; Dave,11 minutes 30 seconds) Cassette 1, Side 2
.. 6.

This tape contains excerpts from ectual interviews with Lillian (EEOC officer and statewide personnel-
manager of a major utility company) and Dave (director of personnel of a large department store):
Both individuals have dealt with placing nontraditionals of both sexes and have direct experience with

affirmative action, prodedures. .



Option B - Recruiters
(Bibb, 9 minutes 10 seconds; Jim, 9 minutes 24 seconds) -"Cassette 2, Side 1

This tape contains excerpts from actual interviews with Bob (carpenters-union apprenticeship coordf-,
nator) and Jirn (director of student services at a joint vocational technical,schbol). Both individuals
are committed to encouraging nontraditionals. They provide a continuum of expariences and impres-
sions from dealing with clients of different ages and levels of training.

Option C Nontraditional Workers
(Raye, 9 minutes 36 seconds; Chuck, 7 minutes 30 seconds) - Cassette 2, Side 2

This tape contains excerpts from actual interviews with Raye (a female carpentes apprentice) and
Chkick (the dental hygienist.introduced in Unit 1). Both individuals have changed careers to become
nontraditionals and feel comfortable in their new woik roles. They provide a glance at nontraditionals
of both sexes to learn their struggles and satisfacticNin their work and interpersonal relationships.-

Option D - Vocational Educators Cassette 3, Side 1
(Kay, 6 minute 30 seconds; Bonnie, 7-minutes 45 seconds; Curt, 5 minutes; Jim, 7 minutes)

,-*
This tape contai s excerpts from actuaLinterviews with four vocational educators. Kay and Bonnie
both teach cosm tology. Curt teaches drafting, and Jim teaches welding. All teachers are on faculties
at joint vocat aJ schools. Their tomments provide 4 range of experiences with nontraditional students
of both.saxes. / - I

Option E Traditional Coworkers
(Ed, 8 minutes 50 seconds; Rhonda & Lugene, 9 minutes 47 seconds) 7 cassette 3, Side 2

Th;tape contains excerpts from actuarinterviews with Ed (male carpenter) and Rhonda and Lugene
(day care centei ernployees). The two women work for and with a male program director, and the
man is a coworker o0Raye, the carpenter's apprentice mentioned earlier,

Notes:

742,

Activity4 Closing Discussion (15725 min.)
(Use with
both options.)

HO 11-3
Tape Scripts 11-1 - 12

.

.After hearing the taped interviews of one optidn, discuss With participants the implicationt of
recounted comments and 'experiences for placement. Use the questions posed on Handout II--



1/.

("Interview Follow-up Questions"). Do not feel limited to these questions in your discussion. A
venation in conducting this chscussion is to haveparticipants use tape scripts for skits suggested by
experiences shared by the interviewees. Eiotervraying could be based on situetions such as the following..

Employer tapes recruitthent of a woman in a karate club for a nontraditional job-
at the phone coMpany
training session for departmenptore managers to preparathem to
wo k with nontraditional emPlbyees

Recruiters union coordinator trying to get a carpenter to work with a woman
apprentice
counselor meeting with reluctant parents whosesOn is ihterested in
a nontraditional career 1

Nontraditionals woman carpenter's apprentice declining a request to work wit
someone none of the men want to work with either
male,dental hygienist applying for a job

Vocational educators cosmetology teacher counseling a male student being teased by
his peers
a drafting teacher diwUssing placement of. a nontraditional student
with employers

. ,

TraditiOnal coworkers coworkers trying to ostracize a nontraditional
male day care center worker giving.directicins to women coworkers

Notes:

a
0

, 31 . .

Activity 5 Setting'Prioirities for Unit 1..11 (5 min.) HO I-1
(Use with
final option
only.) .

When participants are content to Move on to Unit III, repeat the procedure used at the end_of Unit I
to choose options for, Unit I. While Unit III calls for only one session to be used, it is recommended
that Option D, Sex-Fair Support Services, be required and at least one other opiron be used. Briefly



4+

describe the structure and content of the sessions as shown on Handout 1-1 and gain consensus as to
the oPtions needed or preferred by particifiants.

Notes:

I
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ENHANCING PLACEMENT
'Facilitator's-Guide

UNIT III
REACHING OUT TO NONTRADITIONALS
IN,THE CLASSROOM AND ON THE JOB

s

..

Objectives:
. .

To gain hands-on experience with a set of problems related to four placement aspects (i.e.,
recruitingiinterviewing, instructing/training, supervising, and supporting) in order to increase

skills for positive'interaCtions with nonzaditionals. ,

To develop a mutual action plan iri order to enabre employers and vocational educators to
collaboratively improve aspects of nbntraditionals' placeinent.

Activity 1
(Use one or more
of four options 4n
separate sessions
as time permits.)

f,

.0ütline

.- PrOblem Solving Related to Placement

Option A Sex-Fair 'Recruiting/InteMewing

, Option B Sex:Fair Training

- Option C Sex:Fair Supervising

Option D Six-Fair Support Services

)

(30 min. foreach option)

Aqtiviw 2
(Use option
corresponding to .'
the option usedin
Activity 1..) ..

\

.
I

4 \
Brainstorming Advocacypeasures ,

Option A Sex-Fair Recruiting,
Interviewing Guidelines

Option B Sex-Fair Training Guidelines

Option C Sex.FairSupervising Guidelines

Opfion D 7 Sex-Fair Support Services
Gu idelines.

(30 min. for each option)

, 21

HO 111-1

HO 111=3
Role-Play Cards

TR 111-1-14 .

-dverl'iead_projector
screen

TR 11115-33
overhead projector4
screen ;

,

HO III-1, HO III-2
HO 1,1 1-3, HO 111-4
Role-Play Cards

HO III-5, HO III-6
TR III 1-14

=overhead projector
screen

TR III 15-33
overhead projector
screen
large sheets of newsprint
felt tip pens



Activity 3
(Use option
corresponding to
the options used in
Activities 1 and 2.)

Large Group SharingMutual &ction Planning

Optiom A 7 Sex-Fair JRe&u iting/lnterviewing

Option B Sex-Fair Training

Option C ,Sex-Fair Supervising

Op,tion D Sex-Fair support Services

(30 min. for each 'option)

HO 111-2, HO Ill-8

HO III-3, HO 111-4,
HO 111-B
Role-Play Cards_

HO III-5, HO 111-6,
HO

HO lll-7, HO lll-8

Background Information

The intent of this unit is to provide participants vicarious opportunities41) to interact with nontradl-
tionals, (2) to analyze implications for placement in the problems nontraditionals encOunter, and
(3) to collaborate onzonstructive measures:that would enhance their placement. Note that the
themes of the four options represent a holistic approach to placement. The assumption is that'whether
woman we,lders or male nurses thrive in their nontraditional ocCuPations (i.e., successful placement)
depends on these four aspects of their experience. That point needs to be.made and possibly discUssed
while introducing the unit.

W):

N'
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Directions .

OPTION A

Activity 1 Problem Solving Related to Placement (30 min.)
Sex-Fair Recruiting/Interviewing HO

Have.participants solve probjems posed by case studies in Handout III-1 ("Recruiting/Interviewing")
in order to discuss how,to promote advocacy in recruitment/interview styles. Explain after participants
have read the case studies that there are five different ways in which recruiters/interviewers treat non-
traditionals. Ask participants to infer the differences by assessing each of the case studies. The answer
keY' for interpreting the six case studies is shown here:

1. Se)zual harassment
2. Sex bias
3. Sex discrimination
4. I ndifference?
5. Indifference
6. Advocacy

4

Background Information

The five treatments of nontraditionals, on a continuum from sexual harassment at worst to advocacy
at best, can be defined as follows:

Sexual harassment Abusive use of power in work settings to gain sexual favors.

Sex discrimination Any action whichlimits or denies a person opportunities, privileges,.
roles, or rewards en Ihe basis of sex.

Sex bias Behavior resulting friorn the assumption that one sex is superior to the
other.

Indifference NoncommItal behavior towards persons, based on their sex, that neither
actively hurts nor assists.

Advocacy Behavior that attempts to compensate for the effects of past discrimination
through open approval and supportive deeds.

Suggestions for Discussion

Consider topics such as these in guiding discussion:

Introducethe five treatments after characteristics have been identified.

Skculate on possible feelings of and'consequences for the nontraditionals.

Speculate on possible feelings of personnel and consequences for the institution, work world,
and society.

Communicate to participants that a major reason for using the case studies is to'give participants
experience with typical problems that confront nontraditionals. Encourage participants, explainifig
that the more they perceive the perspectives of all characters in the case studies, the greater their

2 ,3



understanding of 'problems and commitment to their resolution can become.

Notes:

aft

24
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OPTION A

t+c

Irets"g,

Actiyity 2 Brainstorming Advocacy Measures (30 min.)
Sex-Fdir,Recruiting/Interviewing Guidelines .

HO III-1
HO III-2 IA

Hold smaH group discussions, using Handout I 11-2 ("Sex Fair Recruiting/Interviewing Guidefines")L

-r to brainstorm advocacy measures to counteract the problems,reflected in the case studies. Ask eactf

of the smaH groups to appoint a leader to duide the disCussion and a recorder to prepare a summary of
recommendations to share with the whole group, kave each group work on a different case study.
Group members should assume they have administrative responsibility for tpe behavior of the staff
member in the case study. Their task, therefore, is to develop (using Handout 111-2) cort'ective steps

to improve nontraditionals' treatment.

Notes:

$.

4

. $
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OPTION A

ActiVity 3

> .1
/

. .

Large Group SharingMutual Action Planqing (30 minS HO III-2.-
Sex-Fair Recruiting/Interv*ing ,' HO III-8

c °V
:. 4, . tk2A le!: '. 'i C-

. a

JO process oP.vroup sharihr encourage pkticipants to react to the material in Handout III-2 tis
W:eteas to each group's recommendations. Discuss the guidelines that seepaarpost useful,and feasible.
Egcourage participants to share relevant aneddotes.

Irdesire, use Hapdout III-8 ("Mutte Action Planrking for Enhancing Placement of Nontraditionals")
to sumVarize paar pants' thinking'itstraMies to use in iFnproving recruiting/interviewing practices.
Encourage partiiifiants to olaniooIlabfirativZly, so thpt resources of both scliool and industry are used
to the best advantage. Ask pa4ipants to list tkeir strategies on the form, establish tentative timelines,
for the steps to be taken, and raentify resources on hand/needed to implement strategies.

Notes:

Nos

^PI
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- OPTION B

wo,

Activiiy 1
tr.

Problem Solving Relatecitd Placement (30 min.)
S,ex-Fair Training Technique's,

HO 111-3
Role-Play Cards

Have participants role play Task A of a variety of training situations in Handout 111-3 ("Training
Techniques") in order to discuss how to promote advocacy in training styles. In advance, cut apart
Role-Play Cards to distribute to participants in the role plays after they have read the situations in

Handout 111-3.

.Explain that there are five different ways in which instructors and traine r's treat nontraditionals.
Have participants perform Task A of the six role plays in an effort to infer the differences. The
answer key for interpreting this first round is as

4

1., Sex bias
2. Sexual. harassment
3. I nd ifference
4. Sex bias
5. Advocacy
6, Sex discrimination

ce

Background Information

Definitions of the five treatmehtt of nontraditionals,"on a cbritinudm from sexual hapssm'ent at

worst to advocacyat best, appear on page .

Suggestions for' Discussion

ConSider topicslike these in guiding discussion:

Introduce the five treatments after the characteristics have been identified.

Speculate on possible feelings and consequence§ for the nontraditionals.

Speculate OmposSible feelings of personnel and consequences for thI institution, wOrk

world, and society.

ComMunicate to participants that a major reason for,using the role plays is to help participants
emphathize with nontraditiorkals. Encourage p rticipants, explaining that the more they cap identify.
with nontraditionals, the more commitment to proving their treatment Can grow.

Notes:

4

dm, 0.1
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. OPTION B

. Activity 2 Brainstorming Advocacy Measures (30-min.) HO I HO III-4
Sex-Fair ,Training Guidelines . Rble-Play Cards

.Hold small group djscussions, using Handout III-4 (tex Fair Training Guidelines") to brainstorm
advocacy measures to coupteract the problems reflected,in Role Plays 1-4 and 6. One of the persons
in each of the role,plays can serve as leader of a small group. Have each gcoup work on a different
role play. Ask each group to read Task B of the staff persOrr in their Role Play Card, reflect on the
guidefines in Handout III-4, and rehearse a response for the staff person in the second round of role
plays that will demonstrate advocacy toward-nontriditionels..

. Notes:

r'

_rp
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OPTION B

Activity 3 Large Group SharingMutual Action planning,/
Sex-Fair Training (30 min.)

HO III-3, HO 111-4
HO
1:1ole-Pley -dards

Have representatives of each small group do Task B of the role plays 1-4 ant1-6-. rn the process'of

doing this second round, encourage total group discussion of the material in Handciut III-4 as well
as each of the role plays. Discuss the guidelines that seem. most useful and feasible. Encourage
participants to share relevant anecdotes.

If desired, use Handout III-8 ("Mutual Action Planning for Enliancing Placement of Nontraditionals")
to summarize participants' thinking about strategies to ,use in improving training practices. Encourage
participants to.plan collaboratively,. so that resources of both school and industry-are used-to the best
advantage, Ask participants to list their strategies on the form, establish tentative time lines fgr the

steps to be taken, and identify resources on hand/needed to- implement strategies.

Notes:.

fts-
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OPTION C

Activity 1 Problem Solving Related to Placement (30 Min.)
Sex-Fair Supervising

TR III 1-14
HO III-5
overhead projector
screen

t-03,
Have participants,deal with the problems posed in the transparencies III 1-14 ("Working, Super--.
vising, and Irrational Ideas") in order to sensitize Participants to the irrational ideas that can influence
supervisors in dealing with nontraditionals ip a work or school setting. Explain to participants that
resulting problems become more complex hen nontraditional or traditional workers hold similarly
irrational ideas.

Background information, A

Before showing the transparency, set, prepare participants with an introduction such as the followit:

Albert Ellis, noted psychologist, has proposed that "several powerful,. irrational, and illogical
ideas stand in the way o/ your leading an anxiety-free unhostile life" (Ellis and'Harper, 1975,

p. 88). .

Ellis and Harper çncIudé that we can change pur feelingi and self-perceptions by Changing

these ideas. It fol ows that such a change will have an impact on our 4ehavior and communica--
tion.
On the job., this theory is useful in trying to understand the' dynamt between supervisor and

,worker, especially if that,Worker is.nontraditional,Supervisors and workers can reduce anxiety.
and hostility through rational ideas. Thatin turn, enables persons to function more assertively
and productively.-Two ways this happens are by avoiding faulty interpretations of situatior
(''rny work'skot good enottrjh") and keeping events and comments in perspective("a mistake

now and then is unavoidable").

.12+5.-you view these transparendies, try to identify with the characters arili imagine the cons&
Ouences of irrationAideas. :4,0. 1,.- .

You can supply references to Ellisand Harper'sAtatements as neOdd. Their list of irratiogal ideas is
excerpted-on-Handout 11.1:-54"Ten Irrational Ideas by Albert Ellis and,Robert A. Harper").

v .

Suggestions for DiscUtsibn
- .

Discuss the consequences of the situations portayed in the transparencies. Help participants identify
how supervisOrs with irrational ideas can misjudge nontraditionals, compound their problerns, and
reinforce the biases of reluctant traditional coworkers. You might want to dramatize the impact of
irrational ideas.by role playing for participants oneof the situations between workers and sui:jervisor.

Notes:



OPTION C
-

Activity 2. Brainstorming Advocacy.Measures (30 min.) TR III 1-14

Sex,-Fair Supervising HO III-5
overhead projector
screen

Have participants brainstorm rational alternatives and perform role plays of the situations in the

transparencies III 1-14 to show consequences of rational ideas. Introduce this activity by role

playing for participants the same situation used.in Attivity 1, but with the supervisor ekpressinga

rational idea that corrects previous thinking. To warm up participants, 'record on the chalkboard or

eaiel rational ideas brainstormed by the group to correct irrational ideas in one or two other trans-

parencies. Have small groups pick differetli situations to role play. It is not necessary to do them all.

Before small groups take turns performing their situations, distribute Hadout111-5 if WILI. haven't

already. Ask participants to write down, in the space provided, rational alternkives,to Ella ind

Harper's irrational ideas as they are portrayed in the role plays. ParticiPang.may devise their own

ideas that are different from the following list adapted from Bloom (1975, pp. 100-120) and Powell

(1976, pp. 1167133):

1. If I scold the men about excluding the nontraditional, they may or may.not get mad at me. If thel.1

don't get mad, they may understand what t expect of them better, respect my leadership, and be

more cooperative, with the nontraditional worker. Id any event, rclon't need everyOne's approval.
-

'2. It's okay to make mistakesthat's part of developing skills as a supervisor.

3. Happiness comes from within. I need to reexamine my situation and do whatever I can.

4. What she lacks is experience; she can make up for thatwith enthusiasm, energy, and-. ability to

work with her hands.

5.- There are options and alternatives to most problems. I can't expect to always have the be.st one.

6. Worrying ab'out whatcan go wrong may make' it happen. I need to show I have confidence in the

.people who work for me.

'7. I need to let her take risks in order-to learn how to stand on her own two feet.

8. Getting upset only makes matters worse. When someone gives you lemons, it helps to make

. lemonade.

9. It's-easier to face difficulties than to avoid them:

10. I cap judge issues but not people. When things go wrong, it is counterproductive to seek scapegoats.
,

11.. I can help others only if I. havamy own house.in order.

Suggestions for Discussion

After the roleplays, summariie the portrayed consequences (actions anli feelings) of rational ideas in

supervisors. 'Explain to participants that a major reason for doing the role plays is to enable participants

to directly confront typical supervising prOblems involving nontraditionals. The work situations haVe

obvious applicability to counselor/instructOr situatiOns as well. 5ncourage participants, explaining that

31



thqir vidrious encounter with supervising problems buil4understanding of, confidence in, and com-
mitment to their sex-fair resolution.

Notes:

OPTION C

Activity 3 Large Group SharingMutual Action Planning (30 min.)
Sex-Fair Supervising

HO III-6
HO III-8

Discuss the implications of the guidelines in Handout III-6 ("Sex-Fair Supervising Guidelines") for
training supervisory staff. Conduct this discussion with the total group in an effort to have a consensus

emerge. One approach might be to have participants use the Handout III-6 as a checklist and identify
whiCh.guidelines are the easiest, hardest, or most needed.

Discuss possible methods of implementation.and vitays for participants to collaborate. If desired, use
Handout III-8 ("Mutual Action Planning for Enhancing Placement of Nontraditignals") to record

,these plans. Ask participants to list their strategies on the form, establish tentatiVe timelines for the
steps to be taken, and identify resources on hand/needed to implement strafegies.

* Notes:

32



OPTION D

Activity 1 Problem Solving Related to Placement (3.0 min.)
Sex-Fair Support Services

_ t

-TR III 15-33
overhead projector
screen

ave participants identify the support services needed by nontraditionals implied by the tran4aren-

ci s III 15-33 ("A Profile ofthe SelfActualized Nontraditional Worker"). Discuss the disparity

between the conditions shown in most Of the transparencies and MasloW's characteristics of a self-

actuahzed person. Only two of the transparencies (-characteristics 9 and 10) show effective support

services in operation. In No. 9, a male adult role model is present; and in No., 10, a male and a female

are working together on the same task.

As participants view the'transparencies, make a list of the Problems nontraditionals face. Discuss the
Possible consequences of these problems. You may want to role play one or two examples for_clari-,
hcation. After showing the transparencies, have participants rank these problems in terms of 11Iatlow.T.

hierarchy of needs, from physiological on up to self-actualization.

Background Information

Before showing the transparency set, prepare participants with an introductiOn such as the following:

Noted psychologist Abraham Maslow, in conjunction with his theory of motivation, developed
.a hierarchy of needs. He claimed that these needs Motivate a person's actions as long as they are

not satisfied. When a need at one level is satisfied, the need at the next level dominates behavibr.

These needs, in ascending order, are physiological, safety/security, belonging, esteem, and self

actualization.
All these terms, exceptthe last, are probably easy to understand. Maslow described self-actuali-

zation as the need to'dOwhat one is individually fit to do. "A-musician must make music, an
artist must paint, a poet must write, if he is to be ultimately at peace with himself. ... This
tendency might be phrasedas the desire to become more and more what one idiosyncraticaht,
is; to become everything that one is capableof becoming" (Maslow, 1970, p. 46).

Maslow studied a gioup of people he.considered to be self-actualiiedor, living up to their
potentialand derived a list of sixteen personality characteristics that distinguishedthem. While
it is not the responsibihty of employers or educational institutions to provide nontraditionals
with selffulfillment, you may nevertheless find it useful to look at these characteristics. They
dramatize the gap between what too often is and what could be.

In the transparencies you will see some problems that keep nontraditionals from meeting needs
at various levels and certainly from gaining selfjactualization. These problems indicate the kinds
of support services that nontraditional workers a.nd students require so they too "can be at peace

with themselves."

Participants may analyze the transparencies showing sixteen characteristic differently, but the follow-
ing" ideas can be used as a key to the needed support services in th20 transparencies III 15'133.

Characteristic 1 Eduqate supervisors to preyent such practices as survival testing.

Characteristic 2 Provide nontraditionals with safe conditions and equipment comparable to that
1 of traditional coworkers..

Characteristic 3 Provide staff development in communication and.Other areas impinging on sex
equity.



Characteristic 4

Characteristic 5

Characteristic 6

Characteristic 7

Characteristic 8

Characteristio9

Characteristic 10

Characteristic 11

Characteristic

Characteristic 13

s3z.)

Encourage a "buddy system."
Teach for attitudes as well as knowledge and skills.
Create a classroom climate that encourages students to examine sex-stereotyped

assumptions, attitudes, and expectations.

Efforts are needed-to provide successful role models for nontraditional employees
and students to follow.

Provide training to improve coping skills.
Instructors of work/study programs need to be informed of anythinOheir

students are lacking to succeed in a nontraditional job.

Female employees need help combatting prejudices of working with males; and
males; to Combat prejudices of working with females.

Teachers can help the adjustment of a class to.nontraditionals by guardin6 against
students' slipping into stereotyped patterns.

Adult role, models can make a tremendous impact, especially in combatting
conservative peer pressure. '

Do not separate job tasks into male/female categories.
Encourage nontraditiohals and traditionals to work well tggether.

Examine the model yoU provide for students or workers.

12 Offer feedback to students for reassurance, and obtain feedback from them ta
assess needs and effectiveness of support services.

Staff development may be needed in relation to sex equity.
Related instrUction classes can provide discussion and solutions to problems

of persons in nontraditional work/study. positions.
A needs assessment ihould be conducted to determine what support services

are needed.

Provide day care facilities.
Offer courses when nontraditionals are able .to take them.

Enlist the support of parents for nontraditional enrollment.
Reentry can be facilitated through a coalition of cOmmunity groups.

Employees need to be in.formed aboUt any special problems they may encounter
in a nontraditional job.

Characterittic 14

Characteristic 15

Characteristic 16

-Notes:
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OPTION -D

Activity 2 Brainstorming Advocacy Measures (30 min.)
Sex-Fair Support Services

TR III (15-33)
overhead projector
screen
laYge sheets of

newsprint
. felt tip pens

Brainstorm in small groun determining some of the gupport services that could address the needs

portrayed in the transparency set III-2. Be sure that the small groups contain participants from both
school and work settings. Have each group brainstorm and'write on large sheets of newsprint a list

of support services to aid nontraditionals. The following is a sample list drawn from Foxley (1979),

Wollman, JohnsOn, and Bottoms (1975), Janney (1975), and Richards (1974).

Legislative compliance
Day care faciliiiei
Preparing traditional coworkers
Placement where acceptance is most likely
Surveying attitudes
Individual counseling/group sessions
Coping skills training.
Flextime
Information to staff about programs
Scheduling and conducting tours

" Direct observational experiences in several occupational areas,

Open house .

Visiting out-of-school youth to encourage them
Orientation of students toaach occupational area
Counseling those who change their minds or fail
Helping instructors design experiences to help students understand themselves, their

goal% and career area
Suggesting curriculum modifications
Special courses for nontraditionals
Career days
Career centers
Training materials
Peer counseling handbook
involvement of traditional peers in encouraging nontraditional students
Publicizing career options and success stories through media and sPecial programs

Vocational testing
Aptitude teiting
Job training and career planning
Weekend colleges
Outreach to other projects'available in the community

Have small groups share their findings. Post the lists on the wali wheN all can see them.
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OPTION D

Activity 3 Large Group SharingMutual Action planning (30 min.)
Sex-Fair Support Services

HO 111-7
HO 111-8

Discuss the.implication of the guidelines in Nandi:nit III-7 ("Sex Fair Support Services Guidelines")

for providing nontraditionals needed suppoet se-I:vices. These guidelines should trigger participants'.

thinking of strategies to use in a support services Man. Encourage participants to plan collaboratively,

so that resources of both school and industry are used to the beit advantage...Ask participants to list

their strategies on Handout 111-8 ("Mutual Action Planning for Enhahcing Placement of Nontradi-

tionals"). They should list the strategies in sequential order, make tentative tiMelines for the steps to

be taken, and identify resources on hand/needed to implement strategies. AlloW time for toIal group

processing.

If this islhe last session of the training package, take a few minutes to pull participants' thoughts and

impressions together. Try to get testimonials of new commitment from participants, and possiblY

suggest opportunities for future contact between school and ,industry to promote sex equity through

enhanced placement of nontraditionals.

Notes:

z
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ENHANCING PLACEMENT

SEX ECIMITY TRAWING PACKAGE

LIST OF RESOURCES

The materials in this section have.been organized to help you make appropriate copies or transparencies

and then re-file the materials for future use. The coding system is on each piece of material to help you

find it easily. All handouts (HO) are together. All transgarencies (TR) are together. And rniscellaneoys

notes or scripts are together. For example

HO I I-2,means: 11 = Unit II TR 111-3 meansk III = Unit III

7 2 = Activity 2 in Unit 11 3 = third transparency
' in Unit I 11

Transparencies

TR 1 1 .(set of 2). Percentage of "typical" familigi today '(untitled)

TR 11 1-5 (set of 5) to Introduction to interviews (untitled)
TR 11 1 1-14 (set of 14) Working, Supervising, and Irrational Ideas

TR III 15-33 (set of 19) A Profile of the Self-Actualized Nontraditional Worker

Handouts

.F10 -1 (1 page) Participant's Workshop Agenda .

HO -2 (4 pages) Facts and Figures: Implications for,yocational Educators
and Employers

HO -3 (2 pages) c Nontraditional Enrollment and Work Statistics

HO -4 ( 1 page) Major Laws Banning Sex. Discrimination in Employment
and,Education

HO 1-1 (2 pages) Factsheet on Nontraditionals

HO 1-2 (I page) Popular A'ssumptions

HO' 1-3 (2 pages) Interview Follow-up Questions

' HO 11-1 (6 pages) Recruiting/Interviewing Case Studies.

HO 11-2 (4 pages) Sex Fair Recruiting/IntervieWing Guidelines
HO 11-3 (6 pages) .Training Techniques Role Plays

HO 11-4 (2 pages) Sex Fair Training Guidelines
HO 11-5 (1 page) Ten Irrational Ideas, by Albert Ellis and Robert A. Harper

HO 11-6 (2 pages) Sex Fair Supervising Guidelines

HO 11-7 (5 pages) Sex Fair Support Services Guidelines

HO 11-8 (3 pages) Mutual Actions Planning for Enhancing Placement of
Nontraditionals

-Tape ScriPts

Tape Script 1

Tape Script 11

(2 pages)

(36 pages)

Role Play Cards (4 pages) S'

Initial Excerpt on Tape for Unit 1
Closing Excerpt on Tape for Unit 1
Interviews with Employers, Recruiters, Nontraditionals,
Vocational Educators, and Traditional Coworkers for Unit 11

Unit 111-1 Option B
' Recruitment/Interviewing Role Plays

38
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Tapes .

Cassette 1, Side 1

Cassette 1, Side 2
..Cassetie 2, Side 1

Cassette 2, Side 2
Cassette 3, Side 1
Cassette 3, Side 2

C.

,

Initial Excerpt on Tape for Unit 1 .

Closing Excerpton Tape for Unit I
Option A Employers
Option B Recruiters
Option C Nontraditionals
Option D Vocational Educators
Option E Traditional coworkers .

9,
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PLACEMENT , .

REMEMBER WHEN -
VOCATIONAL EDUCATORS BELIEVED ...

..

=,;)
TR II-1

}

'Pate
.Ecomotilcs

OUR EQUIPMENT ISN'T MADE
FOR WOMEN.

...

4 4





-' j PLACEMENT
$

REMEMBER WHEN-

INTERVIEWS WITH EMPLOYERS MEANT . . .

I'M AFRAID THAT, AS A MAN, YOU'D GET
THINGS MIXED UP IN THEP FILING CABINET. t

TR 11-3

*.
.,

-)



PLACEMENT

-

r

WHAT'S IT BEEN LIkE FOR NONTRADITIONALg?

IS IT TRUE WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT
SURVIVAL TESTING/

TR JI-4

44,

* 41

,
41

/

\
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siN01:119NG, SUPEAVISING, AND
- ,IRWATIONAL IDEAS



IF YOU APPLY TO THE'WORK WORLD ALBERT ELLIS'S PREMISE
THAT THOUGHTS CAUSE FEELINGS...

ELEVEN IRRATIONAL IDEAS
(adapted from Ellis and Harper's ten statements)

can inhibit productive behavior

in
a

SUPERVISORS

.4/ TRADITIONAL WORKERS

NONfRADITIONAL. WORKERS

4

'Do any of these ekainples sound familiar?...

t..

52
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LiJ
I MUST DO MY JOB PERFECTLY TO BE WORTHWHILE.

S.



N

MY HAPPINESS AT WORK IS OUT OF MY HANDS.

I HAVE LITTLE CONTROL OVER SATISFACTION.

:6 1

4
,.

,

..

56
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WITH NO SHOP BACKGROUND IN HIGH SCHOOL,
I CAN'T POSSIBLY BE A GOOD CARPENTER. WITH Nla SHOP BACKGROUND IN HIGH SCHOOL,

YOU CANT POSSIBLY BE A GOOD CARPENTER.

ir

// /

NUM.

40i
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I'LL BE RUINED IF I DON'T COME UP WITH
THE ANSWER.

1.

6



I DON'T WANT HER TO MAKE A FOOL OUT OF ME.
WHAT'S LIKELY TO GO WRONG FOR HER?

I'M AFRAID OF MAKING A FOOL OF MYSELF,
-SO:IfD BETTER DWELL ON WHAT COULD GO WRONG. ik4Aramjegi

oinaliamos
ilizzAuSt
(*Mews le

immur
111111111111

411111Kuue..-

\

6 3



I NEED SOMEONE TO TELL ME WHAT TO DO.
, ..,

SHE.CA



IT WILL BE TERRIBLE IF MY CAREER DOESN'T
GO JUST-THE WAY I-WANT.

PLANNING
*5510K.

IT WILL BE TERRIBLE IF MY CAREER
DOESN'T GO JUSTINE WAY I WANT.
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4

SEcKG..11T-IAL:- ,

POOL .

THERE'S SO MUCH TO DO. WHAT PAPERWORK
CAN I PUT OFF TR. NEXT WEEK?

1 FOVE SO MUCH It DO T610-RROW; MAYBE
I SHOULD STAY HOME AND REST: .

e".

40.

'61
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.

SOME FEOPLE ARE NO GOOD AND SHOULD TAKE
THE BLAME WHEN MY WORKDOESNJ GO WELL.

,

WHO'S TO BLAME FOR THIS?

7 i.



I FEEL TERRIBLE THAT I WAS PROMOTED BUT
MARY WASN'T. I FEEL TERRIBLE THAT MARY'S DISAPPOINTED.

,,
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WHAT'S THE SOLUTION?

-

/

il

,

NOW WE KNOW THE PROBLEM

r

You Can Change Behavior By Changing
ELEVEN IRRATTONAL !DIAS

in

SUPERVISORS

/TRADITIONAL WORKERS ,

/NONTRADITIONAL WORKERS'

,,
0.
3
rn

> PART OF THE PROBLEM! El

*

,
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/
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*
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PLACEM5NT .

A PROFILE OF THE.S.ELLIZED
NONTRADITIONAL WOirKER

TR 111-15 -

,

1
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4

TR

ABRAHAM MASLOW FOUND 16 CHARACTERISTICS
IN FAMOUS SELF-ACTUALIZED PERSONS.,

'TO BE PRODUCTIVE ON THE JOB, . .',

WE ALL NEEb TO BE SELFACTUALIZED. . .

HOW MUCH SUPPORT CAN YOU PROVIDE TO HELP
A NONTRADITIONAL WORKE'R OR STUDENT... . .

4.
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1. BE EALISTICALLY ORIENTED? --
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. . 4. BE PROBLEM-CENTERED, NOT SELO-CENTERED.
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6. BE INOEPENDENT?.

AIL

8,5

A.

1



PLACEMENT TR 111-23

7. HAVE A FRESH APPRECIATION OF PEOPLE AND THINGS?

4

4
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9. IDENTIFY WITH HUMANITY.?
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PLACEMENT TR 111-26

10. HAVE SIGNIFICANT, NOT SUPERFICIAL RELATIONSHIPS WITHt:-
SPECIAL FRIENDS?,

*V
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11. BE DEMOCRATIC?
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TR 1 11-28

12. KEEP MEANS AND ENDS STRAIGHT?
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. 13. HAVE. A PHILOSOPHICAL, NOi- HOSTILE, SENSE OF HUMOR?
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14. BE CREATIVE?,
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PLACEMENT
H01-1-

PARTICIPANT'S WORKSHOP AGETA

"
'Unit I - What a Difference a Good Job Makes (60-90 min.)

Introductory discussion
Update on enrollment/labor force data
Film -Workirfg gqual" (optional)
Review of legislation affecting employers and vocational educators (optibnal)

- 'Establishing priorities for Unit II 4k,

Closinediscussion

Unit II - The Word's Getting Out about Nontraditionals (60 min.)

Problems that-nontraditionals have
Popular assumptions die hard

- Firsthand interviews fight myths
(Choose two of five option§ for two sessions.)

Option.A-employers - -

Option B-recruiters
Option C-nor}traditkiwal workers
Option D-vocational educators
Option E-traditional coworkers

Closing discussion
Setting priorities for UnitI I I

Unit III - Reaching Out to Nontraditionals in the Classroom and on the Job (90 min.)

Probtem solving related to placement
,(Choose one or more of.fouf o0ons for as many sessions.)

Option A-sex-fair repruiting/interviewing (case studies)

Option B-sex-fair training (mile p(aying)
Option C-sex-fair supervising (analysis of transparencies,
Optiod D-sex-fair support services (analysis of ti'ansparencies).

Brainstorming advocacy measures
Large group sharing-mutual actibn plan.ning

3.
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PLACEMENT
HO 1-2

FAC11 AND _F1GURES:,.
IMPL19,ATIONS FOR .VOCAT(NAL EDUCATORS AND EMPLOYERS

Directions: Write the letter for each answer you choose on the lines provided atthe lq.ft

1. Based on the 1970 census, the work life expectancy for American rhen 20 years old is

years.

-a) 41 b) 20 c) 34

2. Based on the 1970 census, the work life Z;cpectancy of American women 20 years old

who are single is_ ; who are divorced, separated or widowed, is

a) 41, 42 b) 35, 35 c) 34, 36

3. Under 1970 conditions, the work life expectancy of American women at 18,who typically
marry'at age 20 and have twO children by age 25 is yegs.

a) 41 b) 20 c), 34

A. By May 1979, of the 4.7 million persons holding more than one job, percent were

women, nearly double the propOrtion of ten years earlier.

a) 10 b) 30, c) 20 4

5. .111:79, the\percentageOf American familits living below the poverty level and headed

b 'en householders, ncrwife present, was

,a) 9% b) 5% c) 3%

6. tn 1979, the percentage of American families living below the poverty level and headed
.0 bY womeh householders, no husband present, was

a) 24.5% b) 48.5% c) 36.5%
_

7. In 1979, of those persons 18 years and older (as of"March 1980) whb were sihgle, divorced,

or widowed, nearly percent were women.

a) 57 b) 67 c)

8..' In 1978, thiaverage income of sihgle-parent families with working mothers was . .

percent that of two-parent fafnilies with working mothers, and percent that of

one-parent familles maintained by working fathers.

a) 50, 84 b) 40, 54 ,c) 60, 76,

9. In 1978, working wiVes who were employed 50-52 weeks, full-time, contributed an
average of _ percent to their family's income.

a) 40 b) 35 c) 30

10. In a study of conflicts between worls and family life, percentof employed husbands

reported moderate to severe conflict, compared to 25 percent of employed women who*

headed single-parent families. .

a) 20 b) 24- c) 34

1
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PLACEMEiIT Ao 1-2 (continued)

a

11. The most recent sti,dy available shows that the divorced male has an annual death rate

. that is oyes; that of the divorced fernale.

a) twice b) three times c) one and a half times

12. In. 1977, men were victirhs'of job-related injury times as frequently as women.

a) 2. b) -3 c) '4

13. In 1977, the suicide rate for men 65 and over.was nearly _ higher than for
woenen in the same.age group.

a) b) 3 6) 2

14. Thirty-four percent of single workers are employed.year-round, full-time; and their
median earnings in 19Z were about $8,600. By March 1978, of single women maintaining
their own families; .,____'per:ceRt were black.

a) .4.6" b) 50 c)

15. During a survey week in 1978, women were absent _ percent of their Usual work
hours, whereas men were absent 3.1 percent.

a) 4.3 b) 6.2 c) 9.6,

16. , In measuring 22 aptitudes and knowledge.areas, research found no sex differencein 14,
and men excelled in

4

a) .8 b)' 6 c) 2

17. Between 1972 and 1978, the enrollmen-t of women.in-drafting occupations inCreased from
6,892 to over _
a) 10,000 106,000 c) 21;000

18. Between 1972 and 1978, the enrollment of men in foOd management incre;sed from

19,235 to ever _
a) 45,000 b) 25,000 c). 30,000

19, tetween 1974 and 1979, the U.S. Department of Labor found that niale nurses inbreased

from 18,000 to

a) 21,000 b) 39,000 _c) 2660Cf

20. Between 1974 and 1979, the U.S. Department of. Labor found thatwomen computer
programmers' increased from 45,000 to

a) 93,000 b) 67,060 ,6) 55,000

2



PLACEMENT HO 1-2 (continued)

)
.

. FACTS AND FIGURES:
IMPLICATIONS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATORS AND EMPLOYERS

1. A

12. A

3. C

4. B

5. C

6. B

7. A "

8. B

9. A'
C

Answer Key

11. B 16. , C

12. C 17. C

13. A 18. A

14. B 19. B

15. A 20. A

rl

4.4
Sources

1, 2, 3 Fullerton, H. N. Jr., & Byrne, J. J. Length of working life for men and women, 1970 (Special Labor Force
Report No. 187). Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,' n.d., pp. 32-33.

(Reprinted from Monthly Labor Review, February 1976.)

.4 Sekscenski, E. S. Women's share of moonlighting nearly doublesduring 1969-79 (Special Labor Forte Report
No. 239). Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of -Labor Statistics, Januafy 1981, p. 36.

(Reprinted from Monthly Labor fieview, May 1980.)

5, 6, 7 ,CurienePopulatien Reports (Bureau of the Census Series P-60, Nop 125). Washington, DC: U.S. bepartment

of Commerce, October 1980, pp. 3, 21.
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a
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19,20 Statistics for women and men based on Ciecember 1974 and 1979 annual averagq.

U.S. Department of Labor. Table'l. Employed and unemployed persons, by detailed
color. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1974. (unpublished data)

U.S. Department of Labor. Table 1. Emploied and unemployed persons, by detailed
color. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1979. (unpublished data)
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PLACEMENT I H01-3
,

NONTRADITIONAL ENROLLMENT AND-WORK STATISTICS

Men
Nontraditional Students in Vocational Education

Seven Illustrations of Change

Program Area
FY 1972 'FY 1978 Number

Tata/ 'Men Total Men Increise Increase

.. .
....

Care and Guidance of Children 77,158 5,572' 153,478, 1.2,1386 1.2% ' 7,314.

Devtal Assistant c 15,466 1,060 21,724 1,081 - 1.9% 21

Filing, Office Machines 398,226 70,772 719,267 125,653 -. .3% 54,881

Food Management, Produce Services 77,594 19,235 151,134 45,845 5.5% 26,610 ,
.

1

Nursing a 64,931 6,457 115,940 10,867 - .5% 4,410

Physical Therapy .
1,501 : 444 3,310 599 -11.5% 155

Stenography, Secretarial, anrrelated 550,686 21,823 '. 700,586 47,217 , 2.7% 25 394
.-

Total increase-for program areas shown, 11'8,785

Women 1
Nontraditional Students in Vocational Education

Seven Illustrations of Change

,

Program Area
FY 1972

Tothl Women

,
. FY 1978

Total Women .

%

Increase
Number
lncrehse

1...

csAgricultural Mechari
-

Agricultural Ornamental Horticulture

4to Mechanics

Car:pentry .

Chemical Technology l
Drafting
Electricity - - - - .

'128,795

56,329'

228,364

95,706

.5,355

126,750

60,791

1,408

15,157

- 5,799

1,451

1,082

" 6,892

590

.
,

133,576

, 130,836

. 340,6136

162,314

5,4.92

152,3.27

95.382 , '

. .*

6,619

58,879

17,557

6,209 .'

1,924

21:,98.9

, 2,643

3.8%

18.1%

2.8%

2.3%

14.8%

9.0%

1.7%

.

5,211

43,722

12,258

4,758

842

1,5,097

2,051

Total increase for program areas.shown

Source: U.S. Office of Education. Summary Data, Vocational EduCation, Fiscal Year-1972. Washington, DCi

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Bureau of Occupational wici Adult Education, May 1973. '

U.S.-Office of Education. Summary Data, Vocatiorthl Education, Fiseal Year`1978. Washington, DC: Department"

of Health, Education and Welfar, yeau of Occupational and Adult Educatidn, n.d.
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PLACEMENT

Occupation

Automobile Mpchanics

Carpeniers

Chemical Technicians

Computer Program niers

, Drafters

Electricians

.* Machinists

Women
Nontraditionals in the Labor Force

Seven Illustrations of Change

December 1974 December 1979 Number
, Total Women" Total Women Mcrease Increase

L041,000 5,000 1,272,000 .i.,000

83,000 11,000 84,000

199,000 45,000 321.,00Q.

278,000 23,1200 .305,000

5.26,003 2,000 616,000

452,000 7,000 539400

1,061,000 6,000 1,258,000

HO 1-3 (continued)

16,000

181000 8.1%

93,000 6.4%

45,000 .6,5%

7,000 .7%

15,000. 1.3%

.1% 2,000

.7% 10,000

7,000

48,000

22,000

.. 5,000

8,000

Total incre;se for occupations shown 93,000

Occupatiott t

,

Men
, .

Nontraditionals in the Labor Force
Seven Illustrations of Change

Deéember 1974
. Total Men

December 1979 Number
Total Men Increase. Increase *

Bank Tellers

Clinical Laborator'y Technologists

bietitians
Hairdressers and Cosmetologists

Office.Machine Operators

Ilegistbred Nurses

Secretaries, Unclassified

155,000 42,000

33,000 2,000

498,000 39,000

662,000. 190,000

904,000. 18,000

2,975,000 22,000

351,000 301,000 493,000 -35,000 -1.4%

217,000 6t,000 1.0% 16,000

57,000 5,000 2.7% 3,000

575,000 63,006 24;000

904,000 226,000 =3.2% 36,000

1,223,000 391,000 1.2% 21,000

3091,000 33,000 .2% 11,000'

Total increase for occupations shown 119,000

r

Source: Statistics for women 'and Men based on December 1974 & 1979 annual-averages.

U.S. Department of Labor. Table 1. Employed and unemployed persons, by detailed occupation, sex and color.
Washington, D9: U.S. Department of Labor, 1974. (unpublished datp)

.

U.S. Department of Labor. Table 1. Employed and unemployed persons, by detailed occupation, sex, and color.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1979. (unpublished data)

1
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PLACEMENT HO 1-4

MAJOR LAWS BANNING SEX DISCRIMINATION-
IN EMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATION ,

.

Equal Pay Act of 1963: prohibits discrimination in pay and fringe benefits on the basis of sex.

equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972: bans discrimination in hiring, wages, and other
erni5loyment-related practices on the basis of sex or minority status by employers with fifteen or
more employees. ,

Education Amendments of 1972, Title IX: forbids sex discriminatron in admissions; course

selection, financial assistanCe, and related rules and policies bj/ schools receiving federal funds.

Educatibn Amendments of 7976, Title II: requires vocational educators to iake rositive stips
or "affirmative action"to overcome sex discrimination-in all career progrards:

Comprehensive EmploYmentsand Training Act (CETA) of 1973 and Amendments of 1978:
provide training, retraining, and support services to women to increase their opportunities for
placement in nontraditional occupations and for options other than dead-end jobs.

DepartMent of Labor regulations of 1978: emphasize positive recruitment and aCtivities that

prepare wom'en for entry into traditionally male apprenticeShip przgrams.

/i

4.

,
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PLACEMENT- ri!

'4

#ACTSHErkT ON NONTRAOITIONALS
- It

WI4AT PROBLEW AftE WOMEN HAVING IN.
NONTRADITIONALOCCUPATIONS?

.

HO

-AccAing tdone state study:

12 Diffrcultyor inability of male coworkers to adjust to wdmen employed in nontreditidhal jobs

2. Harassment from foremen r supervisors

- 3. DifficUlty with the physical

4. Sex discrirnioation in pay

ects of the work

5. Lack of acceptance by male,coworkers (Coldness and hostility)

6. Sexual harassment and propositjonind,by male coworkers

7. "Dirty qicks" played bn women workersby coworkers

'8. Umiiillingness of male workers to teach women skills needed.for the work \
9. "Survival testing" or Ossigning wdmen much more difficult work than is normally assigned in

an effort to get them to quit .

10.7-Vel-bal disrespect by mele coworkers

11. Lack of separate toilet and showet facilities.for women

12. Lack ofrdeserZted pr,ospotions for women

Inacafrate evaltiat40# work 'by supervisors

'3piygp: Bureau of Womeni:;,rnesix pioneer& eduisiana worn* aditionalibb& f3aton Rouge: Louisiana

'gralt-Ovpartment of Healtkaticigtiman'ResOurces, 1977, pp. 25-2 ( )504321,

t.!

,

,

WHCAT P,ROBLEMSAR,E MEN HAVING IN 7

NONTRADITIONAL OCCPPATIONS
..

According to U.S. News & World Report: ,

, ,.,

.

1. A male flight attendant gets wolf whistles from Male airline Oassengers. ,
, .

.., ,

9 2. A male hotél maid's father laughed when he heard abpdt his son's job.
s,-

,3, iyter a male nurse was admitted to nursing school;there was a tendency at first among other
,

d: riurses'to.treat him like an orderly.
f 4

4, A,rngedlemeniary teacher says men are still denied elementary,school positions and are placed
Par,gratt4 classrooms to provide help with discipline.

.1

(Sw me are going for "wprne 's jobs." U.S. News and World Report, October 16, 1978,85, pp. 97-981
tourcei

, 9
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PLACEMENT

Actording to Glamour:

5. A male nurse is ktdded because of the dssumpti n that` he is homosexual.

. 6. A flight attendant receives a cool r'eception from assengers.

-

HO 11-1 (continued)-

7. A male receptionist is not respected because the j b ismot considered vital for a man.

Source: When the secretary (opthe receptionist or the nurse) is a man. Glamour, 9eptember 1980,78, pp, )78-182.

J
;C

-' :

HOW bois NONT-RADITIONAL WORK EXPOIENCE
. ,DIF,FER FOR MEN AND WOMEN?

According to a study repOrted by Psycliology Today:-

1. Women nontraditionals wasted to be.viewed-as equal in ability to their male coworkers. Men
nontraditionals wanted to be viewed as superior in certain stereotypical ways to female coworkers.

2. Ninety-two percent of the male nontraditionals discussed future expectations and plans for
advancement with someone in the companycompared to 24% of the female nontraditionals.

3. Traditional male coworkers'thought that female nontraditionals might need special help.
Traditional female coworkers frequently wondered why any man would chooseSuch work as

theirs.

Source: Pink-collar men and blue-collar women. Psychology Today, June 1979, 13, pp. 31-32.

a
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PLACEMENT

# .. ' POPULAR ASSUMPTIONS

H011-2

.. . .

ebirections: The statements below represent a sapipling of itereqtyped assumptions about
female and male workers. Check at the left those you have found hard fOr persons to change.

In t)q e blank provided after each statement, write a contradiction or exception heard in the

interviews.

' Example:

,

a. 'Women don't like men's work.
0+

.
Some women don't like to sit at a desk all day. ,

,

I

1. Women should be women, and men should be men.
i ?

. 2. A.male in a nontradttional position would have trouble getting along with other empfoyees.
..

.

.. .

1

3. I don't mind having a woman as a token, but one is enough..

4. Anyone knows what a woman really wants is to get married.

5. 'Men require more aggressive work than women.

6. I'd need to have a different curriculum for nontraditional students,

, /

7. Women are taking jobs away from men.

- A
A

8. Men need better paying jobs to support their fimilies.
.,

9. Women are incompetent in math.

c

10. Why recruit nontradttionalstheY won't find jabs.

. .

11. Other

12. Other
,

"......./
n



PLACEMENT

INTERVIEW FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS

HO 11-3

, ,

birections: Use the questions corresponding to the.particular interviews you heard on tape

to fowl your thoughts and impressions regarding placement concerns. Do not feel limited to

these qaestions in your discussion.

Employers'

1. How common is it for the employers to hire nontraditionals?

2. How do the employers describe the situation for female nontraditionals and for male nontraditionals?

3. How comfortable do the 'employers seem in talking about nontraditionals?

4. What problems concerning nontraditional workers arose, and how were they handled?

5. What practices do the employers follow to enhance the placement of nontraditional workers?

6. What, in the experience of these dmployers, makes them favor hiring nontraditionals?

7. What popular myths or assumptions about nootraditional Workers do the employers refute?

Recruiters

1. How have the recruiters been able to successiully place nontraditionals?

2. How iornfortable do the-recruiters seem in talking about nontraditionals?

a What emerges as the key to a nontraditional's overcoming biases in others?

4. How do the recruiters describe the situation for female nontraditionals and for male nontraditiorials?

5. What probliMs ctncerning nontraditionals arose, and how were they handled?

6. In what ways is close collaboration between schools and industry important to placement of

nontraditionals?

7. What popular myths or assumptions about nontraditionals do the recruiters refute?

Nontraditional Workers

1. How does the career motivation of the female nontraditional compare to that of the male

nontraditional?

2. What career problems have these nontraditional workers experienced, and how were tliey handled?

3. What factors influenced ihe succes.sful placement of these two nontraditional workers?

4. What could have made placement of these two nontraditional workers easier?

5. How do experiences of acceptance on the job compare for these two nontraditional workers?

6. What arguments do these two nontraditional workers suggest for supporting the placement of

nontraditionals?

7. What popular myths or assumptions about nontraditionals do these two workers refute?

'

4



PLACEMENT `

Vocational Educators

HO ll 3 ontinued)

1. How common is it for these vocational educator's to hive nontraditional students in class?

2. How do these vocational educators' descriptions of the class situatio -for female and male

nontraditional students compare?

3. How comfortable.do the vocational 'educators seein in talking about nontraditional students?

4. What problems arose concerning nontradition.al students, and how were they handled?

5. How do the experiences which these vocational educators have had reCrutting and teaching

nontraditional students bear on placement?

6. What, in the experience of these vocational educators, makes them favor having nontraditional

students in class?

7. What popular myths or assumptions about nontraditional students do these vocational educators

refute?

Traditional Coworkers

1. How comfortable do the women coworkers seem in talking about their nontraditidnal colleague

compared to the male coworker?,

2. How do the attitudes about nontraditionals compare betweenthe male and female coworkers

interviewed?

3. What factors seem to influence the successful placement of the nontraditionals, according to

their traditional coworkers?

4. What problems concerning nontraditional placement do these traditional cowor:kers address?

5. From the interviews, in what way(s) should traditional coworkers be 0 consideratidn of

employers in placing nontraditionals?

6. What do vocational educators most need to do to enhance placement of nontraditionals?

7. What popular myths or assumptions about nontraditionals do these traditional coworkers refute?

2
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PLACEMENT HO III-1

' RECRUITING/INTERVIEWLNG

CAk 'STUDY #1

. t

.

Marie is a 23-year-old radio-T.V. repairperson. At a job interview,
the manager frequently touched her while discussing her qual-
ifications. She was afraid to say anything and create a scene.
Then the manager embarrassed her with personal èompliments.
When he asked her for a date, she refused, and didn't get the job.



,

PLACEMeNT

RECRUITING/INTERVIEWING
CASE STUDY #2.

,

HO 111-1

- ..
/

,..

,

,

,

,

Michael has alwaw found office tasks appealing. Despite his parents'
wishes that he golinto the hardware business with his father, Michael
Went to the shorthand instructor to discuss a secretarial career.
Ms. Ching chuckled and said, "Mike, why on earth do you want
to become a secretary? You can make lots more money in men's
fields." \

2
Iv 112



PLACEMENT

RECRUITING/INTERVIEWING'
CASE STUDY #3

When Jeanine went to apply for a welding job, she was told the com-
pany preferred a man so there wouldn't be any problems on the job.
Jeanine calmly said she understood,but would like to take the mach-
ine test anyway. The men stood around laughing as she began to use
the welding equipment. The arc had been turned Up deliberatelli so
she'd blow a hole through the_thin metal. She hsked for other eqpip-
ment and passed the test. Later the company called Jeanine to tell
her they had'already filled the space.

3
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RECROITING/INTERVIEWING
CASE STUDY :#4

Darlene decided to train in atitó Mechanics, but wasn't sure how .

Mr. Raney, the instructor, would feel about women in the class.
The broahure for the course showed only males and described the
career for men. Darlene had no idea whether any other women were
enrolled. Then, at a career fair, she had.the chance to talk to
Mr. Raney. He said; "I don't cart if you take the cqurse. Just re-
member;Tt's a large class, so donft expect any favors."

0 4
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PLACEMENT HO Ill-1

RECRUITINO/INTLIWIEWING '

, .CASE STUDY #5 ".

When,Gerakiine went to intervievi for a lineperson's position, there
were already five women working for the telephone company. The

, employer assumed, therefore, that additional women could take care
9f themselves and no reference was made to their, being nontradition-
al other than' to'say, "If anything should arise, yOu should tell your
supervisor."

5



PLACEMENt

610.

RECRUITING/INTERVIEWING
'." CASE.STUDY #6

H0.111-3

bt:-*
Rath Granger interViews prospective nurses for Memorial Hospitalo,
When it was learned during staff meeting ã.male nurse would be in-
terviewing the next day, colleagues kiddingly suggetted that Ruth
should put the pressure on to determine the candidate's self-
confidenctas a nontraditional. Ruth smiled and replied, "This

vican be discovered just as easily in a nonthreatenintmoiphere.:
I intend td break the ickand compliment him on his outstanding-

,

record in the military."

.,

r

6
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PLACEMENT' -Ho. in-2
, 4

-=SEX-FAIR RECRUITING/INTERVIEWING GUIDELINES
4

A. RECRUITING -,-

Resedrch indicates that four kinds of strategies to recruit nontraditionals currently prpdominate
at the postsecondary and adult level. word-of-mouth, media, workshop/speakers, and community
linkages. Guidelines in their use are as folldws:

Word-of-Mouth

1. To thrive, the wortl-of-mouth strategy. requires perSOnal interactions notedfor openness-and
established credibility between two individuals.

2. Students may be the best recruiters.,

3. Most frequent vehicles for transmitting the recruitment are friends, employees of the institution,
family members, and agencies.

4. Methods of systematizing word-of-mouth recruitment strategies include neighborhood door-to-
door canvassing, telephone canvassing, and going to places where potential clients congregate,
such as laundromats, churches, and day care centers.

'

Media

5, Practice suggests that recruiters use both print and eleCtronià media.

6. Print and broadcast journalists are concerned with printing significant or unusUal information for
their readers and respond to understanding how and whom a story will benefit.,

7. Insure sufficient read time and desired date of publicatiOn:

8. News releases both inform the public/6nd recruit indirectly.

9 Develop'ing community mailing lists is an integral part of sending mail targeted for specific audiences.

10. Placement of posters and fliers should be in areas where potential clients will most likely see them,
such as grocery stores, gas stations, bars, recreation centers( community centers, shopping 'mall

. - booths, and libraries.
1

11. Local television and radio stations provide air time to individuals and .group spokespersons whd

want to convey information through public service announcements.

Workshops/Speakers

12. Workshops and speakers are efficient ways to meet four basic needs: information, motivation,
Counseling/support services, and nontraditional employability skilli.

13. Programs whiCh emphasize counseling/support services often prefer considering both traditional
'and nontraditional careers when serving displaced homemakers, in order to offer assistance to a

broader audience.

11. There is noticeable growth in self-confidence among workshop,p'articipants who gain nontraditional

employability skills.

15. The reputation some programs have for providing clients with nontraditional employability skills
is a key factor in their both initially attracting recruits and successfully placing them.

11i



PLACEMENT HO 111-2 (continued)

16. Speakers (especially nontraditional role models) provide effective commustity outreach and

often directlyinflUence new recruits to enroll. ,.

, .

l'i. When employers talk to nontraditional recruits, they not only benefit,enrollment decisions:but

also become more interested in placemenrefforts.

Community 'Linkage

18. Building communication networks and tapping human/organizational resources are vital to the

success arid continuity of any recruitment effort, whether new or well established.

19. Collaboration with business; industry, and labor not only promotes placement but also gives

employers and unions a vested interest in making the recruitment effort effective and appropriate.
.

20. Recruitment functions that community linkage supplies are referrals, program support, and

placement.

21. The quality and number of recruits referred by community.agencies depend to a great extent on

the kind of information and personal contact extended by the recruitment program.

22. Program support through advisory boards May be achieved after program staff have extended
themselves in special ways (e.g., traveling classrooms) to reach the cbmmtinity.

23. Individuals such as sex equity coordinators abd public figures can lend support, even if not on

advisory committees.

24. Collaboration and support from business, industry, and labor thrive from experiencing success
with previous nontraditional placements.

25. Nontraditional pLacement in apprenticeship/raining also benefits from recruitment programs
organized and established by trade unions and contractors.

, 26. Recruitment needs to consider Macement to avoid the injustice of obtaining commitment to
train for jobs that do not materialize.

,
-

Source: Items 1-26 taken from Bowers, E., Sechler, J., Spain, R.; & Canora, V. Options unlimited: Recruiting women
and men for nontraditional occupations. Columbus, OH: The National Center for Research in Vocational Education,

1980.

An earlier literature review discusses strategies used to recruit nontraditional vocational eduCation
students at different levels. At the prevocational level, the document describes recruitment guideline&

as 'fol I ows:

, 27. Recruitment strategies at the prOocational level must be used carefully, since early adolescents

are so jrnpressionably vulnerable,

28. Successful implementation is more likely perhaps when proactive planning occurs that enlists a

broad base of support including students, teachers, counselors, administrators, and parents.

29. 'View prevocational recruitment as an exploration process over time to ensure students the time'

necessary to gain self-awareness and career-awareness,

/ 30. Certain recruitment strategies may vary in effectiveness when used With students at different

grade levels.

2
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PLACEMENT -x,1-10.111-72 (continued)

31. Discuss nontraditional enrollment with both boys and girls to avoid the development4Aspire'tiOns
that conflict with mutual expectations of either sex.

32. Emphasize parental involvement and self-awareness exploration through the integration of role

and occupational information. '

At the vocational level, additional recruitment guidelines are:

33. Use a greater variety and se9uence of strategies to address both individual needs and the force of
peer pressure/cultural socialization to conform. .

34. Important recruitment considerations at this level are (1) community publicity, (2) linkages with
business/industry/labor, (3) information with community and personal relevance to studenti,
(4) one-to-one experiences with role models, and (5) handson oppOrtunitidto dispel fear of
rejection and of nontraditional course content.

35. According to Smith (1978), a general program can reach "ready" students perhaps as well as an
intensive one. The pext level of readiness will only be reached over timeand through the involve-
ment of the whole school system.

At the postsecondary level, additional rec.ruitment guidelines are:
,

Rol? models are important to attract adult nontraditional stuidents, asTthesequejiial and,
simultaneous use of.strategies.

37. Self-awareness and inforilation are major prpblem areas for adult recruits. Special itounseiing s
useful to help women make the transition from homemaking to schOol and integ-ragon of
multiple roles. t 74, r

38. Special support services such as child care and flexible class sch

39. Communication strategies need to be,more extensive to reach
located in the community rather than already in school.

/
Source. Items 27-39 taken from Vetter, L, Sechler, J.,eLowry, C.M., & Canora, V.
vocational education *enrollments. A literature review. Tolumbifs, OH1The Natiorta,
Education, 1979.

tiling are needed.

y of target audiences

B. INTERVIEWING

1
2,

encing nbn traditional
ter for R0earch in VocatiOnal

N.

Assertiveness training literature provides some rigtts and guidelines, by T.V. McGovern that are
adaptable to establishing sex-fair interview procedures and practice. These nighh,js and guidelines apply
primarily to ernploymentsituations, but yocational educators and counselors may benefit as well .
from incorpor.ating them in interuiew prdcedures with prospective nontraditkInal Students.

Nontraditional Interviewees have the right to.

expect that they will,be listened to;
share important information'about themselves;
know enough about the job in order to-rn'ake a good decision;
answer questions in their own way;

r refuse an unreasonable request;
have and conqey speCific needs;
expect truthful, accurate information during the interview;

3

119
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FTACErviao*-- HO 111-2 (continued)

,be freated fSirly (on. ..jklividualoot stereotYpfcal basis) without discrimination due to sex;
z4 ti`

',k, e,
'4bOntipy

self-confidele4

and pride in their accomplishmentt;
maktIrpistakes. ...

Interviewers of nonetaditionaIs have the right to
assume that th.ey will iise listene0o;
seek informetkpn from' nörtpclitionals abogftheir qualifications;

t ACIpuestions kbout nontraditonals' valuestattitudes, goals; ;-,-

>Alve informatiOn about the job position, reNirements, and orgargiation;
gle)cide the length of the interview;
,t.. ,4104.expect truthful, accurate information during the interview;
:?..

refukoken unreatkvble request;
'' Ts show'grithusialOnd expression.

judge the nontitaditionals' quatificatfeins; ,.

make mistakes. so.

-s-
In addition to the nghts mentioned, the following guidelines may be of use to interviewers in dealing

with nontraditionals. f.,!..,4
. , ,,,e *A

. .
. ,..

1. Identify a personal style of nonverbal communication whicncomes across without patronizing or
harassing nontraaitionals in order to reinforce the nontraditiOnals' self-confidence.

<,

2: Relax nontradilionals in order to maxfrriize subsequent communication.

3. If nontraditionals do not have the level of confidence or drive that you are looking for, this can
be discovered as easily ha nonthreatening as a pressured interview atmosphere.

2
4. Assume the initiative in both breaking the ice and sharing of general information. )

6. Ask open-ended questions to increase the opportunity for nontraditionals to talk more and

share personal qualifications.
)

6. Balancey.opr wn agenda about securing necessary information with respondirig to what
;

nontrpdi "iis have considered as their most important qualification or experience.
pi;

, 7. Para rate w nontraditionals say occasionally, both to indicate attentiveness and understanding
lat

.

and also to encourage them.td opt for broadening or deepening the conversation
,

5

8. Give compliments to maximize the. positive nature of an interview and therein increase the '-

potential for rappOrt-and better communication.
tic. _

4), In seeking-ipecific information, assertiVe rather than aggressive questfdps can help nonteglitionals,

-'s4.4fefftlfss defensive. .
,..

10. hrsteking-specific inforination, be open to learning how nontraditionals have, handled'adVetSity.;;- ,
and can nowhandle a sensitive area, ,

- 1.#-' ;71 -
Source: Rights and guidelines adapted irom Cange, A.J., & Jaku bowski, PJ Responsible assertive behaylor;e
Cognitive/behavioral procedures for trainers. Champaign, I L: Reseirch P ss, 1976. !,
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fRAINING TECHNIQUES1. HO 111-3,

ROLE PLAY #1 -\
Roger is studying to become a secretary. His lack otpersonil self-
confidence is evidenced in always demanding perfection of himself.
Toward.that end, he constantly asks Ms. Dimetri for directions and
shows his work to her for 'approval. .

121.

555 1.7!" "'666..6.
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PLACEMENT' .

.

1

TRAINING TECHNIQUES

.<

H0111-3

ROLE PLAY
Trudy quit school to get married five years.aso. Now a divorcee
with two children to-support, she wants very much to gettraining
to become a machinist. She seems to have a knack with machines

and has good hand dexterity. But she's failed her first test because
of poor majh skills. -Mr. Cozad, her instructor, invites her to a con-

. ference to discuss tier problem. .

2
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TRAINING, TECHNIQUES

,

s

HO 111-3

I.

ROLE PLAY #3
Justine is enrolled in wpreapprenticeship program for construct-
ion trades. Mr:Willis, the instructor, has observed that Justine is
isolated from her male classmates. They seem unwilling to teach \
her the simplest tips that would help her get acquainted with tools
and assume an equal role in teamwork efforts. ..

N

3
,
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PLACeMENT HO 11173

TRAINING TECHNIQUES

ROLE PLAY #4
Frank is studcfing to, elecorn4 a'dental techniOn. Whe,hë cleaned"
a patient's teeth as part of a class demorittration but failed to use
dental floss, his instructor, Dr. Phillips, coirected him in front of
the'patient and class. Frank turned red, pointed at a shelf of miss-
ing supplies, arid said it wasn't his fault. After the patient left,
Frank met with Dr. Phillips for an evaluation.

4
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TRAINING TECHNIQUES

HO 111-3

ROLE PLAY #5
Harry is enrolled in home economics with an aMbition tO become a
fashion designer. .From the Start he has excelled over the young
women in this class. As a result, some pf Harry'stlassmates have
become hostile towards him. Last week they started to harass Harry
by hiding some of his pattern pieces and knocking his dish of straight
pins all over the floor. Mrs. Hightower, the instructor, has asked
'Harry to a conference because of the problem.

123,
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TRAINING TECHNIQUES

fAvro /18cHAN1C5
DI vi toiki
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HO 111-3

ROLE PLAY #6
I.

Doris is one of five women who signed up to study auto mechanics.
Mr. Sanchez, the instructor, notices that Doris is not so strong as the
other women. Mr. Sanchez meets with Doris to discuss training to be
-a parts manager.

6 126,
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SEX-FAlR TRAINING GUIDELINES
. .

Training nontraditionals and traditionals in the same setting, be it a classroom or job site, requires

the same basic pnnciptes as far as-the cognitte domain is concerned. But since breaking down barrieri
of sex role stereotyping implies a values con Ict, it may be appropriate to review guidelines associated

with the affective domain with sex equity in mind. An issue of the Peace Corps training manual provides

an interesting set. These guidelines are presented here in adapted form.

To promote and achieve sex-fair behaviors among workers and students itvraining:

1. State the objective at a level appropriate to the age, background, and interests of the learners'

as well as the requirements of the job.

2. Preevaluate the learners to determine the attitudes and values they currently have:

3. Apply teaching/learning principles,such as a clearlY perceived purpose, sufficient and
appropriate Oractice, provision of feedback about results of practice, graduated sequence

in learning experiences, and individual differentiation in behavior.

4. Evaluate the learners to determine progress and ease of learntg.:
,

The trainer committed to sex equity has,the tasks of promoting demonstration of sex-fair behfivio

and minimizing, neutralizing, or eliminating-avoidance. Three ways of doing so are through providing

positive conditions, positive consequences, andsnodeling. The following guidelines may increase self-

esteem and thereby fostarpositive conditions and cons,equences for training interactions involving

_nontraditionals and traditionals.

5. A learner's response is an attempt to learn; therefore it is important to give feedback about

the results-in a way that accepts rather than rejects the atternpt. _

6. Learners who treat nontraditionals sex-fairly need,to be reinforced or rewarded.

7. Graduated sequences need to be des'igned that will allow'positive interactions Most of

the time.
_

8. Sufficient guideposts are needed to help learners khow what they have achieved in positive

'interactions, where they,are, and expectations for future:growth.

9. Statements of objectives need to be clear enough for learners to understand when first

encountered.

10. Individually differentiating learners in terms of their understanding and practice of sex-fair

behavior advances efforts to address growth needs.

11. Feedback about results given after a learner's behavior should be immediate and,specific.

. 12. Learners should have some choice in selecting and sequencing efforts to promote sex-fair

behavior.

13. Relate new information to old, within the experience of the learners.

. 14. Treat learners as individuals.

15. When diScussing the subject of sex fairness with learners, use active rather than passive words.

16. Techniques such as motion, color, contrast, variety, and personal reference can attract and

hold attention when promoting sex-fair behavior.

1
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PLACEMENT HO 111-4 (continued)

17. Trainers need to express genuine satisfaction when a learner successfully practices sex:fair
behavior.

1,8. Instructional tasks should be relevant to sex equity objectives.

19. Measures of sex-fair behavior should be relevant to sex-equity objectives.

20.. Interactions between traditionals and nontraditionals should be as voluntary as age, interests,
and tasks suggest.

tri using modeling, remember that most learning outcomes in the affective domain based on direct.
experience can also be achieved vicariously through observation of others. Guidelines based on embed-
ment results are:

. 21. Learners achieve more by imitation if the model has prestige in their eyes.

22. Learners will perform more of what is learned if they see the model being reinforced rather
than punished for the behavior.

23. When learners see a model being punished, thiey Will tend not to do the aCtion that was
punished.

24. When learners see a model behaving in a sex-biased, sex-discriminatory, or sexually harassing
way, and there is no aversive consequence to the model, the probability increases-that the
learners will behave in the same way.

-

Source: Adapted from Peace 'Corps. Peace Corps training Guidelines. Washington, DC: 'Action, 1973.

'12d
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TEN IRRATIONAL IDEAS
BY ALBERT ELLIS AND ROBERT A. HARPER

1. "You must have4ove or app(oval from all the people you find significant" (p. 68).

2. "You must prove thoroughly competent, adequate, and achieving or ... at least must have
competency or talent in some important area" (p. 102).

3. "When people act obhaiousty and unfairly, you should blame and damn them, and see them as
bad, wicked, or rotten individuals" (p. 113).

4. "You have to view things as awful, terrible, horrible, and catastrOphic when you get seriously
frustrated, treated'unfairly; or 4-ejected" (p. 124).

5. "Emotional misery comes from external pressures and ... you have little ability to control or
change your feelings" (p. 138).

6. "If something seems dangerous or fearsome; you must preoccupy yourself with and make yourself
anxious about it", (p. 145). N

7. "You can more easily 'avoid facing many life difficulties and self-responsibilities than undertake .
more rewarding forms of self-diicipline" "(p. 158).

8. "Your past remains all-important and ... because something once strongly influenced your life, it
' has to keep,determining your feelings and behavior today" (p. 169).

9. "People and things should turn mit better than they do and ... You muit view it as ayefql and
horrible if you do not find good solution's to life's grim realities" (p. 177).

10. "You can achieve maximum human happiness by-inertia and inaction or by passively and
,

'uncommittedly 'enjoying yourself' " (p. 186).

Source. Ellis, A., & Harper, R. A. A new' guide to rational living. Nortn Hollywood, CA. Wilshire Book Company, 1975.

a.
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SEX-FAIR SUPERVISING GUIDELINES

HO 111-6

Assertiveness training for managers is usefui tdconsider in supervising nontraditionaLand traditional
coworkers. The added tension likely to accompany the initiation of these work situations makes it all

the more important that supervisors incorporate assirtiveness in their management style to be both

firm and flexible, respectful and responsive. Taetzsch and.Benson (1978) list basic guidelines for
assertive supervision that can be adapted as fbIloWs to sex fairness:

1. Put your effdrts into changing behavior,.not attitudes. You can'.t expect quick changes in attitudes'

and beliefs.

2. Let your traditional and nontraditional employees know exactly what you expect cif them in

working together.,

3. When someone harasses a nontraditional, or a nontraditional doessomething counterproductive,
tell the person about ft right away in a tactful but firm manner.

1. Have a clear idea of yo.ur own, sex equity 9oals before asking subordinates to follow them:

5. Treat nontraditionals and traditionals consistently. At the same time, remember to give a new

worker lots of support.

6. Ne7er belittle a nontraditional employee for making a mistaker'or a traditional employee for not

knowing how to be sex fair. Adjusting to new work roles poses fear for both,men and women. If
people fear the reality-facts show them, they tend to try to discredit those facts. Se-eoncentrate on

correcting mistakes, not pointing them out.

7. Be generous with positive feedback.

8. Give employees room to grbw in sex-fair behavior as they shbw the capability of dealing with it.

9. If traditional employees persist in undesirable behavior toward nontraditional employees, persist
in confronting them with the problems and mutually seek a solution to the root cause.

10. Involve employees in problem solving whenever their input may be useful in maintaining a positive
work relationship between nontraditionals and traditionals.

Source: Adapted from Taetzsch, L., & Benson, E. -In R. Freiberg .{Ed.}, Taking charge on the ja: Techniques for

assertive management. New York: Executive Enterprises Publieations Company, 1978.

lf, despite careful preparation for nontraditionals to join the work setting, coworkers fail td respond
Aittlith sex-fair behavior, additional guidelines adapted from Fournies (1978) are useful in turning the

situation around.

1. Define what the traditional employee must do differently so a sex-fair environment will develop.
,

2.. Involve the traditional employee in face-to-face discussionintentions to change need to ccime

from the employee's mouth, nbt just the supervisor's.

3. Remember that approximately 50 percent of nonperformance problems occurring in business can

be related to feedback problems:'

1 3
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PLACEMENT HO 111-6 (continued)

-

4.. The need for change must be clearly identified for the traditional employee..
...

5. Traditionals and nontraditiorrals alike must understand that they are responsible for their own
behavior.

..

6. Tradaionals must perceive that sex-fair behavior is in their interest as well as the nontraditional's. '

7. Supervisors must be committed to the same things they want traditional employees to do.

8. In acknowledging and praising traditimal coworkers' progress in developing sex-fair behavior,
remember that achievement is both winning and losing by less than before.<

Source. Adapted from Fournies, F4.F. Coaching for improved work performance. New York. Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company, 1978.

In laboratory settings vocational educators are both trainer and supervisor. As such, the.guidelines _

provided so far apply, in addition to the following statements adapted from Marks, Stoops and King-
Stoops (1978):

1. Establish a healthy working relationship with traditional and nontraditional students by approaching
problems on a democratic and cooperative basis. /

2. Strive to enhance each person's growth in kesx fairness b delegal)ing responsibility for the improve-
ment of the class's awareness/and behavior.

3. Evaluate continuously your own sex-fair behavior, if not attitudes.

4. Be aware of the students changing needs and develop steps to continue grawth in sex-fair behavior.
..-.,

5. Encourage traditional students to talk to others about tReir positive experiences working with
nontraditionals.

6. Don't ask students to do something in the interest of sex equity that you are unwilling to do
yourself. Supervisors are subject to the policy they help to create.

7. Express concern for sex equity and the welfare of the class through action, not just verbalization,
in order to maintain high morale. i

8. Don't belittle traditional or nontraditional students' dissatisfactions or give them ready-made
solutions.

9. Look at a degree of internal disagreement as an opportunity for future growth. '

10., 8olve-a sex equity problem, rather than sell a six-fair solution.

11. Stress what is right in sex equity, rather than who is right.

12. Allow time for consensus regarding sex equity to develop.,
13. Recognize .individual differences in students' behavior regarding nontraditionals, and capitalize on

, them.

I

A

Source. Adapted from Marks, Sir J.R., Stoops, E., & King-Stoops, J. Handbook of educational supervision: A guidefor
the practitioner (2nd ed.). Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1978.

2 ,
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All students and workers benefit when their sthool or job surroundings proyida support services. It is

not surprising, therefore, that the special needs which nOntraditionals inherently pose at this point

in our culture make support'services even more vital to their successful adjustment to class or the

work place. A concerted effort from top admistration on down to line supervisors and classroom

teachers is bound to work est. Indeed, the ifOst vital support service is personal commitratnt.

/

SEX-FAIR SUPPORT SERVICES GUIDELINES

HO III-7

Vocational Educatori

1. Encouraging a "buddy system" wards off discrimination, provides moral suppOrt, and refutes

sex-stereotypical myths.

2. Peer counseling is a vital support service, especially in cases where low nontraditional enrollments

do not afford students'the "buddy systern.",

3. One of the primary CoAncerns of support services pertains to both offehng feedback to students

for reassurance and ol5taining feedback from them to assess needs and effectiveness of support

services.

4. Adult role models can rhake a tremendous impact, especially ip combatting conserVative peer

pressure.

5. Courses need to be offered when nontraditional students are available to take them and when

special needs are identified.

6. A needs assessment should be conducted to determine what support services are appropriate.

7. Reentry can be facilitated through a coalition of community groups.

8. Of particular importance at the postsecondary level is providing nonbiased placement and

financial aid.

9. Retaining nontraditional students in vocational education classes hinges greatly on the provision

of support persons.

10. Formal and informal inservice activities may be necessary to achieve support of traditional

vocational education teachers.

11. teachers can help the adjustment in class to nontraditionals by guarding against students',

slipping into stereotyped patterns.

12. Communications will play a strategic role in anticipating problems with parents and spouses

through dissemination of pertinent information and provision of opportunities for significant

interaction.
.

13. Give employers seeking full-time or part-time employees the names of qualified nontraditional',

as well as traditional, students.

14. Mailing lists need to be checked to guarantee information is going out.to the persons to be

readied.

15. Examine the model you provide for students. ,.

1 32,
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PLACEKEIV HO III-7 (cofin ed)

16. Identify your kiudents' awareness of sex.steredlyping and their role expectations.
0

17. Teach for attitudes as well as knowledge and skills.

18. Integrate the concepts of sex stereotyping as the basis'for increasing expanded role expectations.

19. Develop an understanding of stereotyping and role expectations with regular course content. ;

20. Create a classroom cliniate that encouragei students to pamine sex-stereotyped assumptions,
attitudes, and expectations.,

at Focus dn human liberation, rether than-liberation of one sex.

22. Determine students' reactions to the topic during and af the end of the course.

Sources: Items 1-14 adapted from Vetter, L.; Burkhardt, C.; & Sdchler, J. Vocadonal education.sex equity strategies.
Columbus, OH: The National Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1978.

Items 15-22 borrowed from Community Service Educatipn Depaetment. Expanding adolescent role expectations:

Information, activities, resources for vocational educators. Ithaca,-NY: New York State College of Humad Ecology, 1978.

Vocational Counsetors

1., Encourage recruitmentof men aria women-into nontraditional trairiihg programs.

2. encourage other counselors or advisors to publicize career options that are nontraditional.,

3. Encourage inservice training programs on sex equity in education as well is employment.
r-v1.

4. Include guest lectures in.vocations by individigali who representa ra ge of situations (under-
.,

'employed, unemployed, single, married, childless, traditional, and ontraditionap.

5. Organizerap groups or consciousness-raising groups w help persons gain self-knowledge, sercareer

goals, and overcome occupational sex role stereotypes.

6. Expand educational programs and services to increase awareness of broader job options.

7. 'Providee tour of a variety of vocational classrooms and industries to convey the advantages and

disadvantages of various occupations.

8. Communicate information about job.I ends 5,10, and 20 years from now.

9. Provide peer supporta "big brother" o "big sister"-ko new students in rthntraditional prograrris.

10. Provide 4 clas.s that rnight be called "the problems of work." It might help new or potential

workers io deal with problems that cause abienteeism and tur-hovere, such 'es inadaquate housing

and transportation, unsatisfactory child care arrangernents, Int.< of conditioning to-meet the

physical strengthend agility required of the job, accumulative fatigue, too heavy loadcof outside.
duties; and unhay wo g r4Prkinelationships. .

, ,
, )....\ , ,

, .
,\ ...

,11. Plan facilities with washrooms and coaenient and apPropriate places for.both sexes.
\- . ,

k.,
12. Provide flexible scheduling of classes to include part-time, evening, andperhaps weekend hours.

13. Provide training in basic st.tiely skills, basic job skills,.and physical exercise.
.

,
.,

,14. Help males in a class acquire an accepting attittrde toward females; and females, an accepting

attitude toward males.
. .

1 33
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15. -Inc Lude a course or workshop for women in,"how tosurvive in a
N

fat men in "hoW to survive ih a Woman's ocoupation;" or simply
irtraclitional.occupation."

than's occupation, affid ono
one in '-'how to stIrvivelri

-

... ^
, .:

. , , . . . - ...:,- ,' 16. Increase cooperative work experience eduda,tion prowami in nontraditional tr,dining' for wornan.
and meb. Place twopersons of one sex.in the,sarne,spot far' mutual support..: . ,7., : ,

, . r, . e.
.

Source. Items 1-1,6 borrowed from Postlewaite, BM. Encouragin4 men and wornen it,no nOntraditional occupations.
Olympfa: Washington StaterComimission for VocationaifidocatiON n d

'

Employers

1. Don't separate job tasks into male/female categories.

2. Encourdge mén-ahd WOmen employees to develop' nontraditional ski,Ils.

3. Provide opportbnities to try out nontraditional jo4s.

4..Staff development may be needed related to sex equity.

Promotional-opportunities should be available for both:sexes:

6. Nontraditionals may need exposure.to thet rminology ancltools Fri riontraditional jobs.
. . .

7. On-the-job training helps persons desiring a job change from traditioiialto rioritraditiOital,'

8. Women and men should have the same intet-View and examinition questions,,

9. -EmpIoyeesneed to be informed about any special problemsthey may elicounter"in knontradi-,
- -,- .

, tional job, -- - ,-
. ,,

10. Companies can help in recruiting nontraditional employees by working With local schools and
- training sites. -

,

11. Instructors of work/study programs need to be informed pf anything their students are lacking
- to succeed in a nontraditional job.

*
12. Related instruction classes cart-provid

'traditional work/study positions.
iscussion and solutions to problems bf tre'rsons in non-',

,

13. Efforts are needuld to provide successful roie models for nontradiVOrial employees arid students
to follow.

14. Companies can facilitate placement of nontraditionals by allowing interested perions to viiit
work sites.

15. Employers need to be able to determine what opportunities realty exist for nontraditional job
placernent. e

16. Employerscan facilitate placepe of nontraditionals by enlisting interest and invOlvernent of
other employers.s-

1.7. Female employees need help combatting prejudices of working with males; and males, to combat

4.-; ,

prejudices of working with females.

3
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18. Training materials are useful for line supervisors in working with minorities and nontraditionals.

19. Local schools need to know employers' willirianess to help in facilitating placg4rnent of
. .

nontraditionals..

20. Employers can help facilitate placement of nontraditionals by allowing erriployees to serve as
speakers to student groups.

21. Know specifically the legal requirements for equal employment opportunities and affirm
action programs.

22-i- Examine your own biases and prejudicesdo the fac\s support them?

23. Educate Management, supervisory personnel, and all workers toward a realistic appraisal and
acceptance of all persons as workers.

24. Modify the recruiting process if necessary. See that job postings are accessible to both women
and men.

25. Make certain that only valid job-related testing procrdirres are established for all jobs. Pay special
attention to language limitations.

26. Work with vocational training institutions to imprqva and increase related courses and to cha,nge
attitudes, toward training men arid women for nontraditional occupations.

,

27. Take a community leadership role in advocating men and women for nontraditional jobs.

28. Review and compare the numbers of men and women in various Pinitions using these variables:
rank, salary,.supplemental compensation, and frequency of promotion:..-.

29. Study'the labor pool of qualified applicants for each position in the agency to ensure that persons
are selected for jobs in proportion to numbers otavailable persons of both sexes. Include in the
pool, persons employed in the agency, unemployed but qualified people iri the area, and graduating
students from universities or Colleges in the state.

30. Design an affirmative action program to remediate in the areas where representation of one sex
has been absent. Include sections on these areas: recruitment, selection, transfer, referral, retenlion,
dismissal procedures, and salary discrepancy adjustment.

.

31. Make certain that internshlps, other staff development opportunities or training, tuition grants,.
or compensation designed to prepare employees for promotion are made available equqlly to
both sexes. (However, if one sex has been limited in the past, these opportunities may be designed
to help,.elipinate the underrepresentation of that sex as part of an affirmative action plan.)

32. Issue a clear ar;d firm statement of affirmative action to employees and the community-at-large
through newspapers, letters to employees, handbooks, statements of philosophy, and application
forms that includes a specific reference to nontraditiOnal opportunities fOr men and women.

33. Publish policies, procedures, and criteria,for job selection so that incomplete knowledge of jobs
may not hive a differential'effect on members of one sex.

34. Review job descriptions and qualifications to be sure they are job (=elated, and remove discrimina-
tory criteria.

1



PLACEMENT HO 111-7 (contin'ued)

- 35. Remove froin job application forms discriminatory questOs concerning these:

1. Marital status (Miss or Mrs.)
2. Number of children or other dependents.
3. Head-of-household designation

36. Publish salary,schedules for both professional and nonprofessional positions.

Examine employer-sponsored activities, including social and 'regreational programsjor evidentes
of discrimirotion on the basis of sex. if inequity is found, take necessary steps to remedy the

situatibn.

,

38. Examine fringe benefits for discriminatory practices and make necessary changes. Include

attention to the following:

- 1. Equal retirement benefits for men and-Women
2. Leave time benefits
3. I rfsurance benefits, including pregnancy treated as 6 temporary disability'

1

Sources. Items 1-20 drawn from Postlewaite, B.W. How can employers help provide equalopportunities for men and
women? olympia: Washington State Commission for Vocational Education, n.d.

Items 21-27 drawn from Postlewaite, B.W. Encouraging men and women into nontraditional occupations. Olympia.
Washington State Commission for Votational Education, rid.

Items 28-38 drawn from Alabama State Department of Education. Educational equity
State Department of Education, n.ci.

_e
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Placement

MUTUAL ACTION PLANNING FOR
ENHANCING PLACEMENT OF NONTRADITIONALS

Establishing Improvement Objectives --
What three improvements related to platement implications of recruitingAisterviewing, training,

supervising, or support services would you most like to see accomplished during the next .year?

HO III-8

1.

2. .

3.

(

Select one of the improvements that is most important to yoi.; and write it as an objective. Make

sure.it answers the following questions:

What is to be improved?
Who, is going to improve or be improved?

ficiw will they improve?
Where will the improvement occur?
When will-the improvement occur?

II. identifying Barriers to and Supports for Improvement

A. What are the important,barriers that you will encounter in your effort to achieve the

improvement you've selected?

B. What supports Will you havejn your effort to achieve the improvement?

1
1.3?
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HO III-8 (continued)

HI. Reevaluating Your Improvement Objective

Now-that you've identified barriers to and supports for your improvement objective, think

about the following questions:

Is attainment of the improvement objective possible?!

I's 'attainment of the improvement objective probable?

Is the objective stated in behavioral and concrete ways?

Is it observable and measurable?

,Hive you set a timeline for achieving the objective?

Do you believe your improvement objective is the best available alternative for'achieving

your change..goals?

Is this something you really want to achieve?

IV. Plannind for Acqomplishing the Objective

/
A. Improvement Resources

What resourqes (knowledge, skills, money, people, materials, training) will you need to

achieve your improvement objectilve?

knowledge/materials:

money:

people:

skilliltraining:

4.
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Action Steps

List below the necessary first steps that you will have to take to meet your improvement

. objective, and tlie timelines you will set for their doMpletion.

` Action Step Time Completed

1. e

3.

4.

5. ,

6.

7.
.

8.

C. Evaluation . ,

,
List below the y(s) you will know whether you have accomplished the improvement

Objective.

,

^
t

1.

Source: Adapted from McCune, S, & Matthews, M. Implementing Title IX and attaining sex equity: A workshop
package for elementary and secondary educators. Washington, DC: Resource Center for Sex Roles in Education, 1978.

,
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PLACEMENT
Tape Script 1-1
Cassette 1, Side 1

NONTRAD1-TIONAL STUDENTS AND WORKERS TELL HOW IT IS

A. Jnitial.Excerpt on Tape for Unit I (See Activity 1)

Tom high school senior and a male enrPlley in cooperative office education:

"I don't consider myself a nontraditional.... In our school it may be cOntiderecincintaditional, but I know in other

schOols in the Columbus area they have almost a 50-50 COE program.... Most of my friends are interested in office-

related occupations.... A lot more men hold business management courses than women a lot of times in most offices.

I'm interested in basically banking, and there are a lot more top officials in banking as males than there are females.

... If yod,are qualified, I feel you should hold that office or position no matter what your sex is. ...I feel that,

through the data processing program and this program, it's taught me enough that I can- hold a variety of office jobs.

I feel that I could become a secretary if I wanted it, but it is not what I want to be. I don't particularly enjoy typing,

although I do it and I can do it fairly well.. .. You may have to impress the interviewer,more than a traditional to

get the job.... There is no doubt in my mind that there is plenty of grievances arriong occupations, although I don't

feel that it is that much office related. I feel it's more construction related, where the women get into the construction

Chuck age 32, veteran, bachelor, and a male dental hygienist:

"I was a dental technician in the navy. ... When I was in the navy it was not nontraditional. Most of them were males.

... I just got so used to it being a male role I didn't really think of it much as a female tradition at all."

Chris high school senior and a female enrolled in equine science:

"I would like to work up at the fairgrounds with-standard rig racing.... Right noW I have a -job taking care of two

horses at the cleaning stalls and jog them and keep thern cleaned up.... Well, it didn't matter-to me if.a girl could do

it or not because my heart was set on it. So even if they didn't let girls in, I was going to fight.... We have a horse

. out at our barns now that is pretty wild and nobody wanted to jog him. And our teacher wasn't there that day. We

had just a student teacher who never. ... I wanted to go out and jog him, but everyhody wasn't going to let Me because

he was so wild. And then the boys came out and said, 'Well, I'll jog him; Ill be able to take care of it.' And a few of

them went down to clean their stalls or something and I just took the horse and went out and he started throwing

fits, but I made it.... Yeah, if God had made me a guy, it would have been a lot easier.... In occupations that are

usually guys', the girls are doing harder work, so the peOple are going to start employing the girls. Where the girls have

usually been, the guys are doing harder work. So everybody is kind of evening it out now.... I don't like asking for

help because it shows that I can'tclo it, and I can do it.... I was always a shy person that I was a little 'wimpy,' as

,icsi1ou might put it. But since I found out how Much work it takes to coniiince people that girls can do this job, I have

become very independent and l,am proud of it...."

Sharron age 34, a divorcee, mother, and female pattern maker for John .Deere:

"But I just thank God that I'm in there now because I was on welfare for a long time, and I know what it's like to

not have any money. And I know what it's like to be really super depressed and not be abfe to get enoughget a job

that doesn't even pay enough money to get off welfare. I paid-an employment agency $250 to get e job at Beneficial

Finance, and I was still eligible for welfare, legally!"

B. CIP.sing Excerpt on Tape for Unit I (See Activity 6)

POSTSCRIPT FROM SHARRON

"I'm an apprentice pattern maker at Deere's.... The pattern makers' apprentices can be hired off the street, I do

know that, but I've been at Deere's for 3 Oars and 2 months.

And when I first pot at Deere's' I know that I did not Want .to stay driving a fork truck because you reach a certain

labor grade and that's it. .
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Tape Script l -1
Cassette 1, Side 1

I didn't apply for an apprenticeshipI was getting ready to.... I took a course in drafting and I. took a course in blueprint

reading and I was just getting ready to put in my application when evidently my file was pulled and one day my foreman

called me. And he said, 'You.are supposed to call personnel.' I thought I had done something wrong.

And I called out there and they said, Would you be interested in an apprenticeship?'

And I started crying, and I think they thought I wastrazy. I was jumping up anddown and I said, 'Yes, yes,' and I just

couldn't believe it....
When I first got hired at Deere's, l,begged and begged and begged to get in there. I'm not an extreme feminist, bin I truly

believe that women should have access to these jobs also. When I got hired at Deere's ... he sq4l, What are you going to

do i here for us?'

I said, 'Just give meoa broom or a shovel and show you; I don't care what it is, but I'll do it....'

I'm not very big and we load lumber that:s extremely heavy.... But you know, don't ever be afraid to ask somebody to

help because great big burly guys ask me, Would you lift up the end of this board?'

And lsay, 'Sure, I will.' And I'm glad they ask me because when l.need to ask them, I'm glad they'll help me....

I think yoU'll find that guys will help youmost of them will. S'ometimAyou run up against a chauvinist man or

unliberated men that think, you know, What are you doing? You have no business here.' Sometimes they still mumble,

'I don't know how a wornan is going to replace us. They tell us that, but I still can't believe it.'

But we aren't in there to replace them. We just want to work side by side with them and make the same money that they do.

There is .a lot of satisfaction. It's one hell of a challenge and it really takes you to your limits, and it's really super. And you

get the feeling that because you are a woman you want to just give it everything you've got so that they won't say, well,

'There's that broad over there; she screwed up a $40,000 pattern,' or 'She....' You know the feeling. So you really try

hard....
Sometimes you outdo yourself, and it makes you really proud. And there is a lot of physical frustration, but you learn ne1.1v.

coping skills; and you learn to make up for yOur size if you are small."

2
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OPTION A .EMPLOYERS
(What a telephone-company EEO coordinator has to say about nontraditionals.)

Judy: Lillian, I know that you represent the management of a large utility company/telephone company. What

is your position for the company exactly?

Lillian: I'm the-company EEO coordinator, and iriaddition I also have responsibility for Kiting and all subsequent

placement of all nonmanagement personnel throughout the state.

Judy: I'm quite interested to know what f(ind of opportunities you have had in your role to deal with women and

men nontraditionals.

Lillian: It was far more difficult to recruit women into the traditional male jobs than it was.vice versa becausejebs---
being less plentiful than they had been previously during the '60s, we found quite a few men that Were

willing to take the traditional female jobs. Of course that shouldn't- be too difficult to understandand was
nottoo much of a shock to some of usbecause men had been supervising these jobs for years and years.

Now, recruiting for the women and the nontraditional jobswe're talking about some of the physical types

of jobs. And I think it was more difficult because society wasn't ready for it yet, and women were not
thinking in terms of climbing poles or installing telephones_ We had our greatest successes on what we call

inside craft jobs. These 'are the kinds of jobs where they work in the central offices conpecting up the wires

and so forth and assigning and things dispatching, that kind of thing.

Judy: Was youP approach primarily to encourage from withih, or did you go outside the company-system?

Lillian: Both. We did all sorts of internal recruitingposters, group meetings. We made films with role models. When

people came to the placement centers to file transfer requests or to talk about transfers, we did everything

we could to encourage thern to consider the nontraditional in addition to the traditional that theY had first

come in to recjuest. We also went to the outside and recruited at schools, but we s6on learned that you have

to do much more selective recruiting. So we began concentrating on thOse places where we were likely to

find the physically active women who would be both interested in it and qualified for this kind of job. We

recruited in places like paratroopers' skydiving clubs, karate clubs, women's sportsjust anyplace where we

could find this kind of woman. We also were quite successful in some of the smaller towns where wornen

had been raised on farms and had been used to doing physical work on the farm.

Judy: Whaibwould be the main reason that those women would even consider going into active nontraditional roles?

Lillian: Well, of course some of it was the desire to get out of a confining atmosphere of working inside with close

supervision such as operator and so forth. And a large part of it was the money. The outside type, the craft
job, is a traditional male job on the whole and pays much more money. So, if one could do it, and did enjoy, ,

it, or was interested in it, it was a great opportunity.

Judy: Do you have, just off the top of your head, any statistics in mind of how the nUmbers have gone for

recruitingyomen, and men nontraditionals?

Lillian: We have, I'm sure, if you count the inside crafts as I call it, some of those the women have almost come

into a majority on those jobs. It has happened that fast ih 10 years because they are very qualified', they are

very good at it.. We have not been that successful on the outside crafts. Those that are successful are quite

succeseul, but we had considerable dropout rate in the early days. And, for some other reason, the persons

that we placed 'did leave the job after a period of time'.

Judy: May I ask what assumptiohs there'may have been at first about women and men in nontraditional rolei?
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Lillian: Oh, I think we had our usual number of managers who felt that only that sex could do the job as wen. For

Instance, some'of our, people thought that men could...not be service representatives because it was-only a

woman whohad the patience and whose voice was, you knOw, the voice with the smile. However, it was

very interesting to me that the men had far greater ease moving in with their coworkers than the women did.

For some reason they were no threat to the women in the job. The women were very happy to have them.

They were verycordial. They helped them, went out of their way to make them both comfortable as well as

help themlearn the job. On the female sidegoing into the traditionaf male job, as I said on the inside craft-

type jobs, in the beginning it was, it was really quite interesting to watch because the women went into these

jobs and were better at it in many ways. They were more productive, they learned quicker, they seemed to

be able to do the job even better than the,men I think part of this was motivation. They were proving them-

selves. And I also think it was because they dame from jobs where they were accustomed to working very

hard as an operator or a clerk or service representative. SO' tiley went into the other job doing the same thing.

They really raised the productivity of many of the offices, and I think became a threat to the men because

very often they were oufperforming the men.

Judy: Was it necessary from the management point of view to'do some things to help traditional workers be more

accepting of nontraditional Peers?

Lillian: Yes, we did most of our work with the management of those offices, making sure they understood their

responsibility as far as abiding by the corporate EEO policy, and made it their responsibility to see that the

women were in fact trained, accepted; treated equitably while they were on the job. And if there was any kind

of harassment or anything like that from the coworkers, it was the responsibility of the supervisor to put a

stop to it.'

Judy: Have there been extra costs involved in terms of having nontraditionals introduced to the work force?

.

44"
. .

.

Lillian:), The only extra costs were in connection with the Physical type of jobs, which has been a problem in our

company.,And there has been considerable research done at ouccorgorate headquarters, our national corporate

headquarters, to evaluate some of the duties in the job and to redesign some of the equipmeht to make it

easier to use. To build equipment that is smaller, that fits the size of a sinaller person,

V

Judy: That would be an advantage for male coworkers as well, wouldn't it?

Lillian: Of course. For example:a little gimmick that they put on top of the truck to help get theJadder off, that

cdt $2.50, made tliis sa much easier to maneuverand of course it benefits the men-too,

Judy: . Are there any kinds of considerations you can think di that would enhance the effectiveness of nontraditiOna(s

on the job?

r
Lillian: Yes:That is complete suppOrt and'commitment to find ihe People at the top and in management, because

without that, I think some of our lower level people and the coworkers Might thinkthat they haVe a choicp

about this, and they would engage in some of the harassing types of activities. And I didn't mean to imply)

earlier that we did not have some of that. We did in the early days, particularly on the-outside craft jobs where

the men resented having a woman in that area. For some reason it seemed to threaten their ego, their virility.

As one man said"How can I go home and tell my wife that a woman is able to do my job?That's a threat to

my manhood!"

Judy: What kinds of things were effective in helping men overcome those problems? e,

. . .

Lillian: Well, I'm not sure that they iver-did overcome the threat to their ego. They just got accustomed to it. But

tile best thing, once again, is to have a really good woman go' in the group and prove that she can do it and is

willing to pull her snare and ask no favors. And .the instances that have been most helpful that I can recall

is when awoman who had been treated very badly by her coworkers, when the opportunity came and they

needed help or there was something to be done, she turned the dther cheek and went to,their aid and helped

them and she became more eccepted.
4 ,
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Judy: I'm wondering it you have any advice.you would like to share in terms of how teachers can build constructive

habits in nontraditional workersand in zradittional workers of the futureso that some of these adjustments

on the job will happen,more gracefully?

Lillian: Well, the first thing I would like to say to teachers is the fact that from my observation, schools are not

changing as fast as industry is. We have even met resistance, if you will, when we're going ou't recruiting for

nontraditionals. The teachers are, let's say, more traditional than some of us in businesssome teachers.
Am*

Judy: What's your overall prognosis for nontraditionals in the work world?

Lillian: Oh, I think there's no stopping now. We're into it, and I think the qnly way We're going to save this country

save our own company and save the futureis to capitalize and utilize skills, talents, and abilities wherever

we find them.

Judy: If the federal pressure were off affirmative action guidelines, what would your company's adtion probably be

toward nontraditionals?

Lillian: I think our company is far enough down the road that we would continue to place people wherever their

qualifications and desires took them. Howeyer, perhaps not at the rapid rate that we arerequired to do under

the executive orders. I say, if we ever reach the objectives that we are trying to reach about looking at people

aspeople,,noijust women are going to benefit, but men will benefitin the same way by getting rid of the ,

stereotypes and the burdens and responsibilities that they're automatically assigned without having a free

choice to do whatever they want to.do. They should have those options too, and that's the world I think we

are all working towardis where each of ds has our own options and has the freedom to choose.

ao,
4
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OPTION'AEMPLOYERS
(What a department store director of personnel

has tp say about nontraditionals.)"

Judy: Dave, I knowthat you are director of personnel for a very large departmentstore. Has this given you many

opportunities to deal with women and men in nontraditional occupations?

Dave: It certainly -has.-

Judy: , What is your company's recruitment policy regarding nontraditionals? Do you actively seek them out, or are

you in an accepting posture if they seek you out?

Dave: Well, both. We have an affirmative action program that allows us to intervieW men, women, minorities,

handicapped for all availablejobs both in obr corporate headquartersand in our 17 differentlocations. We

monthly and quarterly submit to our president and chairman of the board our positive actions toward women

and.minorities and handicapped and to our employment ...

Judy: Could you describe what one of the things might be that you do to actively seek nontraditionals to work for you?'

Dave: What we do is, we Fientify in each,job categoi5/ the total number of individuals in that category. For an example,

ifwe looked at our sales category and we looked in a specific category such as selling appliances and we had

10 sales people in that category and we had 10 males, then that would' lead us fo believe that we had not

intelligently looked at women in that category. And we will look at the history,of how many males have been

selling our appliances for some time, and then we will try and actively recruit women inthose jobs.

Judy: Do you, then, in an interview with the brospective employee, bring.the subject up to sound them out to see if

they might be interesjed in a nontraditional job?
4

Dave: Well, the application as it is designed allows the applicant to, putdown their interests, to:put down their ,

qualifications.As we review the applications then, weif there are no available jobs based on the qualificationi

of the application and we know from our statistics that there is available job in another area and if we think

there is a match therewe will then encourage the individual that they might interview for that job. And

sometimes this comes put very positive, and sometimes they very honestly say,"We're not interested."

Judy: Were there any notions on your part that have changed as you over the years have worked with montraditionals?

Dave: Let me say that the Company I work for over the last five or six years the strategy has been that we hire to the

job rather than the individual. I, think that the only way that you can equitably hireand we pfactice thisis

\ that we ouline job ."specs," qualifications, descriptions of the job, tele educational level, the physical level, the

mental level,it takes to do the job, and then we look at the job and we try very desperately to put the most

'kjualified individual in there. We've been successful at this, and where we have not been successful is because

primarily changes are very difficult for a lot of people. When we find out that we've been successful in taking

a female and putting her into a traditionally male job, then we build on these successes. We let pebple know

about them. That's the best publicity you can get.

Judy: Is it to the point now that you are pretty good at predicting the successes?

Daye: f would have to say, without sounding too egotistical, yes.
4

Judy: Would you care to'indicate what'any of those charageristics may be?

Dave: We find people who have good communication skillsverbal communication skillsdo very well in our job.

People who can make individuals feet comfortable, people who can make people feel that we're basically of

service to them. Also, we have found that people who have good work ethics, people who come to us that

want to work, that can get to work on time, are.more successful.
f

7
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Judy: Could you describe briefly how nontraditional workers have been received by traditional coworkers and

possiblY supervisors? t

Dave: We don't go out and sensitize the work force, "By the way, we're going to be hiring a female in this dpartment.

and we want you to get along with her." We don't take that approach. We take a positive approach. e put

the,individual in the job, and while we are interviewing the individual we feel tfrat the chemistry that comes

out in that interviewthat's where the profesiiona1 comes in hiring. He or she in hiring would make sure that

the situation would work. When you're hired attazarusl-whether you:re hired in a professional or an executive

position, or a nonprofessional or nonexecutive positionyou're given a 30-day interYiew. And all that interview

does is we sit down and ask the individual, "Is the job what you thought it would be?" At that particular time,

we are also sensitive to people who have gone into nontraditional jobs. We might want to discuss it at that time,

"Do you feel comfortable working with to women? Have therniiimunicated to you? Do you feel that the
job is going to be challenging to you?" So we kind of informally talk to them. We don't assess their performance

at that time because that's not the purpose of it. Talking to individuals four times a year with four different
purposes.gives us a proper feedback whether they are going to be successful in nontraditional jobs or even in

traditional jobs. .;

Judy: From your standpoint, I can see it provides you with important feedback as a managerial person. I would think

also it serves to give the nontraditional a sense of support, emotional support, which I think in some'cases

anyway might be very important to them.

Dave:. The other thing we do is that We hold on a monthly basis through personnel what we Call a training seminap for

our managers. And it's a halfhour session where we have four or five of them down there. And what we do 411%

primarily is that we educate them about all the hiring practices, about what's going on nationally, what's going

on statewide and locally with hiring, what it takes to hire someone, what the cost is to hire iomeone. And what

we also do is sell our programs to our managers, so that hiring a nontraditional really is not a problem because

we work at it évery day in this fasion.
fj . a

Judy: Are there extra costs involved in hiring nontraditionals and possibly any savings?

. .

Dave: No. There's not any additional ccist of this at all. Yes, there is a cost savings, and the cost savings would be that

you l.kire the most qualified individual and you don't overhire or underhire.

Judy Would you say that the job responsibilities for nontraditionals vary in.some way from that of theii traditional -

peers, or do you make a conscious effort that what they do reflect exactly the same expectations? \

Dave: We try to be very objective in our assessment of performance here. And the only-thing we can do then is take

the job specification form and then we take the performance review form and say, "By the way, here's what

we asked you.to do six months ago. Here are the standards, and here's what you achieved." Andfrom that
standpoint; the review then becomes a total qualified review. But if there are not written standards.(and 95

percent of our jobs have written standards), then the interview then becomes more subjective than objective

and then you might have some problems.

Judy: What is your overall prognosis for nontraditionals in the work world? Do you thinkwe're just going through a

phase because the're is some legislation, or, do you think that nOntraditionals will increase?

Dave: Realistically,,I think that, with our recession and inflation nontraditionals is really not the issue. The issue'is

productivity. If you're the most qualifial individual, then I tiave to put you in that fob. We have to allow

opportunities for nontraditionals and be aware tliat we have not hired in certain areas nontraditionals and

make sure that we give them the opportunity, and if they are the most qualified, then they should be put in- '

those jobs.
.

Judy: If the EEOC laws were rescinded, would your company likely continue ihe same hirPig practice that you

1.6ve evolved?
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Dave: Let me say that in 1974 through 1976 we had a progra% to identify any.job category and specific jobs where,

we were with male, female, minorities, and handicapped. We were underno direction to continue the program.
From 1976 through 1980 we have a program that identifies every job, every job category,and every specific

job, and every male and every female in there. Whether the EEOC was involved or riot, we just, think that's

good equitygood equality, and sound judgm t in looking at everybody for every job: That's'part of,the

hiring process. And when you don't do that, then you're really cheating yourself, you really are. YOure really

cheating yourself. See,.what appeals to 0uwhat's been traditional for 50 years'doesn't make it right.

What they bring about is new tools, new ideas, new aftitudes, andLwho knowsmaybe they then become
more productive because of it. But it's an effort that I think has to be done whether EEOC is involved or not,
and we're going to continue to do it. We have a Written program on it0 wrote 80 percent of it. I'm very

proud of it; it works.
"o
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Judy: Bob, what is your position with the Carpenter's Union?

Bob:,-, I'm apprentice coordinator for the Carpenter's Union for the Capital District Council of Carpenters for

31 counties.

Judy: When did you Lirst encounter a woman wanting to become a carpenter?'

Bob: Tbanswer your eittestion, the first girl to come into our apprenticeship program was a trnsfer out of

Dallas, Texas. This coming year in April she win gra uate andcomplete her four-year apprenticeship

program.
.

Judy: Do you find it makes any afferenCe at all for them Ather they are in the program as the only nontradi-
:, tional or if they have someone else also a nontraditional involved?

Bob: I think it Was mostly everythody hates changes, and after 41e first year I think it sort of seemed like things

sort of fell ih place. In fact;the girl spoke of a minute ago that came out oflexaswe feel very fortunate

_
that she could.adjust and get-along with people. And this is what it takes. It takes somebodY that has the

right personality to get along with others and be able to cope %filth the situation. She did a fantastic job.

.
Judy: What has ithur track record thus far been with women apprentices? Have they an stayed in the program?

'Bob: , In Columbus, we've had a total of three dropouts out of twenty. We have tried to St down with our people

that we have taken in and given the biyer with the sweet, so to speak, so they have a clear understanding.

You give them a lot of false'hopeI think this is where you have a big dropout,,aRd I think this is why.ive've

been fortunate that we haven't had the dropouts that sOme areas have.

Judy:

Bob:

-,

You have provided, then, this kind of introductory ...

It's not fair to the girl going out and not knowing how to hold a hammer, saw a board?it's not fair to a

contractor to send a girl out there and he has to pay her,seveh dollars and sogiething per hour for just

starting to work. So we-lileel that there has to be some provisfon made for these young girls to know what's

happening.

Pr .
.

Judy: Was-there any kind of sthtement made to prepare the men for there being women on the job?. ,

c Bob: ' 1 went to the various localsn our district council and enlightenedithe men of the lutes an,d regulations

handed down by our federal government that eventually on any federally funded jobs there will be "x"
number of women, and we tried to pass the information on to them and prepare them mentally, So far,

we've had very good response. You know, some men were &little bit -reluc-tant. And these are young women,

so there was a little bit of th,static even from the wives. We felt at communication is our best asset. We felt

that if the people were informedthatand mentally prepared for this-Jthen we were halfway home.
.

.

0 .. ' 0 --,

Judy: Could I ask you, frorrrYour vantage point, heading up the apprenticeship program, what your initial

feelings were about admitting women? . 4 ,

Bob:\ I had second thqughts, to be honest with- you,'I did, because a carpenter hauthre of the work 'than any

other craft. I haci second thoughts about a.womau, especially petite, a smartype girl being able to do this

kind of Work. *
w
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Judy: I'm wondering if, in the past years since 1976, yoUr views have changed at all abPut women entering

carpentry?

Bob: Yes, I'd have to say they have, because the gals have proved themselves. Why, in fact, we had one young

lady we put in our program in the millwright's this past summer. I thought that I would get a lot of static

from our members, but the young lady's working out well. She, again, she's been the type person that

has the personality where ihe can get along with men. She shows that she wants to learn the program, she

wants to be a millwright and she,is verysincere. She has two children to support and she feels that this is

her Way that she can make a very good pay check each week, plus learn a trade. A lot of girls don't like

being bch' . - II I. s' ewriter. And so I feel, like I say, they changed

my mind completely because.4 felt that it would never work out, I really did.

Judy: Are-the initial problems their women apprentices face primarily that of familiarity with the tools?

Bob: Well, yeah, it, when it starts out it's true.

: Judy: Are there any other important initial problems they have to deal 'fifth?

Bob: If you have somebody that's been in the trade quite a few years and he is the type of individual that's

willing to teach a woman what he knows, this is another asset to the young ladies, too. This is whatwe've,

tried to do in the past. Maybe this is, again, why we've been suciessful as we have been because we've been

able to place these people in jobs and with individuals that would help them.

Judy: Would you say that the curriculum for women apprentices is different from the men's?

Bob: dh, no. We teach the same thing. We teach the same thing, and we also try not to show any partiality as .

far as placing them Rn a job. If we have a worklist down at our union hall and when their name comes up

an a list, whether it's out here starting a new building or working on a convention center, hanging dry wall-,

acousticswhatever might bewe send them on.

Do you, in effect, recruit for women to enter the apprentice program?Judy:

Bob: Not directly recruit. We place an ad in the newspaper, for two days and it clearly specifies that there is no

difference. Whoever makes application, if they cow in, pass the test, then they are accepted. In the past,

we have had a very good relation With Urban Leagueehere. They-have several nights of school for these

people. yi/e've foUnd in the past that the people that we get from Urban League have really been successful.

Judy: Have you been in contact with vocational schools as a source of women apprentices?

Bob: We send lettekiout to all the vocational schools when we open up our program, so they are aware that the

program is being opened.

Judy: Do youl have any advice for vocational educators regarding their preparation or recruitment of women

, into IA field?
,

Bob: Somebody has to get across to these young people that they should take math. if yoti can get to the young-

people in high school, like I said a little while ago, when they get at seventh, eighth, and ninth grade are the

people we should be talking to. l.have had several teachers inform me that what they've found is when*

somebody tike.myself, lomebody actually in this business, comes in and explains to the people what they

should be taking,.why they should be taking it, it seems to leave more of an impression On them.

12 11 4 ,9
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Judy: By the:time a woman has completed
thetipprenticeshitiprogramdoes she hold her own with other workers?

Bob: She shoind be able to, but., again, a percent of them never will. It's the seine with men.

Judy: The woman you spoke of from Texas who is completing your programshe is a ralher important person,

then. In terms of how she works out, attitudes may be shaped.

Bob: That's correct, in fact we're very fortunate to have her. We are very proud of her and we feel that she has

been an asset to our program. She's been an asset to a lot of girls coming into the program because she's

sort,of cut the path so to speak and it's broke the ice for a lot of people having girls on the job.

Judy: If the federal pressure were off to admit women, from your experience of the last few years would you

still allow a woman to enter the apprenticeship program?

Bob: Oh, yes. I would because 1 think again like I say, where we've had people like Raye Hyatt, they have proven

themselves, and we feel that they've done well. And, like I mentioned, some of the girls are doing better than

some of the young men.

O.
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Judy. JIM, when did you first encounter young men and women selecting careers not usually associated with their sex?

Jim: As long as I've been in guidance we've.had sttidents in nontraditional curriculum, even before Title IX.

Judy: What kinds of help do you find are necessary for,nontraditional students?

I woukl say to assist the student in making that decision and_then helping him or her through that decision.
Many times that Involves talking with mom or dad or a home sch3ol teacher to let them know That it is OK.

Then also, job placement.
41. .

Judy: Has been. y r experience that vocational teachers are as op-en to nontraditional students as yOu seem to be?

If there's any misgiving initially, the student that comes into the vocational program as a nontraditional student

generally erases any doubt that the teacher might have had. And the reason that happens, I think, is that through

the enrollment process here at the vocational school we talk a lot about commitment toward a career.

So you develop in students an attitude which is likely to impress teachers positively.

Jim: Yes. If the person is making the decision to enter a nontraditional career, then we spend a little bit of extra time

talking about Mat. So there is no shock when young men find themselves being tWes only male student out of 40

cosmetology students, or a young lady might find herself being the only one of 25 weldinig students.
,

Judy:. Would you describe your experiences with employers in efforts to place nontraditional students?

Jim: Those that have taken the step to hire persons from nontraditionahskill areas have been very favorable in their4

reports about the work done by those students. Employers are not interested in the sex of the worker but in

the skills and attitude.

Judy: ..Do any e.veriencekwith nontoditional stUdents stand out in your mind?

Jim: There's more of a pioneering effort, I would say, on the part of females in this venture than there is of males,

who suffer from the emotion of losing their macho image by going into a course that would be. traditionally

Jemale.

Judy: Piro people around the country, they Aight be interested in a rough idea of just how good yourtrack record

is wilt' them.

Jim: I would say that our track record, so to speak, would be good of students that actually enroll in a nontraditional
training program,-However, in terms of total statistics, we aren't where we would like to be yet because we find

that students are still reluctant to make choices in career training that has not been traditionally female or male

oriented. I go back to the needjor career education and sex equity information at the elementary level. I think

there's still a fantasy with What I call the television image of the Pepsi generation that girls still do girls' things

and the guys still do guys' things. The impact of television is making a career interest in nontraditional careers

easier, but With students that are in high school today the man was still the hunter and the girl was still the

homemaker. / ,

Judy: , How do you go about dealingwith it when they are past the point of grade school and career education?
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Jim: Titre-Complication in that is that up until that time they probabIy have not thought about taking a course in a

nontraditional area.

Judy: Will some of them perhaps come back for the adult education whom you are not able to reach at the high

school level?

Jim: We see many many times, day after day, where adults are coming back, males and females, for adult education,

to upgrade their training or for new training because they simply not making it in the world of work with

the training that they got from high school.

Judy: How would you answer someone who might counter that in their opinion this is only a fad, and that in a few

years things will settle down, and men will do men's things and women will do women's things?

Jim: Well, of course, there are those that have the Archie,Bunker syndrome that the woman's place is in the home

having babies and that men should be out making the grocery money, but that's not a real situation in our

economy and in our business and industry in the 1980s. And if you look at the world of work, if you look at

the peciple beside you in the labor force, you can see that there are men and women in all kinds of jobs.

Judy: What advice would you like to share with vocational educators who are hearing this tape?

Jim: I think first in vocational education you-have to establish a pattern of excellence and offer skill training that

leads to employment. Then, if you are honest in looking for graduates that would carry on a tradition of

excellence at any partiuclar vocational school, it doesn't make any difference whther the student is male 9

or female. Employers' biggest concern in cost and industry in business today is absenteeism, and I've found

that employerilled to have students that do have good attitude and good attendance.

I
Judy: I'm wondering if there are some things that you might like to share with employers in terms of their responsibility

to nontraditionals who come to wolk for them?

Jim: I know that in working with nontraditional students here-we have to be ready to assist in helping that student

through a rough time. He, the male or female student in a nontraditional course at our school, might be a lone

ranger, so to speak, or one of only two students; and it's not always easy. We have to remember that.

Judy: Jim, you mentioned that you work very closely with employers in your advisory committees, and I'm wondering

if that experience has benefitted your effort to support nontraditional students.

Jim: Support of nontraditional students here at the vocaitonal school. is-a spin-off froin our almost total use of

advisory,committees in planning curriculum. Working with the school makes them aware of the need for career

education, keeps them abrgast of changes in sex equity and Title IX.

Judy: Woulcy*Aou recommend that schools around the country do something similar if they intend to launch a

campaign, so to speak, to encourage nontraditional students to take programs?

Jim: Absolutely. The only way is to bring moms and dads, employers, business, and industry into the school and let

them see that you're doing what's best for the young men.and women, and you have the interest of future

employment, employers at heart.

I.
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0PTI6N CNONTRADITIONALS
(What a woman carpenter's apprentice

has to say about her work role.)

Judy: Good morning, Raye. I understand that you have a nontraditional job.Would you explain exactly what that is?

Raye. OK, I joined i apprenticeship proiramwill be four years June 1, 1981, in which I, the apprenticeship, you go
to school two nights a week to learn the trade, the skill of your tools, blueprint reading, estimating, a finished

carpentry and also a rough carpentry. And I have worked on various jobs, different employers. I've worked on
jobs from dry wall to metal work, acoustical ceilings, to wall partition, to hardware, doors, door frames, and

fixture work at Lazarus. I worked there putting up showcases before their Christmas rush.

Judy: When did you become interested in a nontraditional career such as carpentry?

Raye. I've wanted to be a carpenter since I was 12. My grandfather was a finished carpenter, and i used to work in a

shop, workshops in the summer, my summer break.

Judy: Did anyone try-to discourage yott from Pursuing carpentry as an occupation?

Raye: Oh, you will get this in every trade in every profession, I will say. But a lot of the men that I have worked with

have worked with me, and they have been a great help. Most of my friends are construction workers now; they

lend a hand.

Judy: What other kinds of jobs have you.had before you got into carpentry?

Raye: I wet a secretor* and a dispatcher for the police department.

Judy: So you hove worked with men in other capacities as well. What skills or experiences have helped you in this

occupation? I suppose working.with your grandfather.

Raye: Yes, definitely. He showed me how to run a power saw and various things like this because they are very

dangerous! And, one good thing you get, they normally put apprentices with journeymen. They will teach you

as you go the safety on the job and how to use a ladder properly and your hand tool. This is your hard hat

and things that you will need.

Judy: Was it difficult for you to get into the apprenticeship program?

R aye: No, not if you know your math. It's very iMportant to have a good knowledge of math. You have to take

your test, and you have 'to make 70 or above to even.be accepted.

Judy: How would you comnore your qualifications to a man's for the work you do?

Raye: Equal. Definitely, it has to be. If it's not, you are not going to get a job.

Judy: Do you feel limited in any way doing the work you do because.you are a woman?

Raye: I have never put myself in that position to be limited. I would say I would not get involved in something like

'form 'work construction. It is heavy work.

Judy: A lot of lifting, you mean.

Ray: Yes, a lot of lifting. But there is a lot of work a woman can do very well atacoustiCal ceilings, finished

carpentryexcellent.
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Judy: WIthout intending to be in any way sensational about this, I would like to ask you if you have experienced any
difficult time on the job because you are a nontraditional and if you would be willing to share a little bit of

that experience on how you dealt w4h it.
,

Raye: Oh, that would be hard to say. The only thing i would have to say is there are some people who don't understapd,

and they will try to make it rough for you at first. But I think I've opened this1 would say like frontier, to
women. I'm notiust saying this, because I have seen this. Most of the women that have joined the carpentrying

in the past year have really had a lot of great chances, and they are not going through what I did.

Judy: Did you have any survival testing, asked to do tasks that a man might not be asked to do, just to see how

seri9us you were?

Raye: No, I think I went through the apprenticeship my first year like every carpenter does. You get the installation;

you get the work that the journeymen don't want, and that is traditional.

r , Judy: Whether you are male or female, right?

/

_

..,

:.

Raye: But that is traditional. They just want to see if you are willing to learn. Ifyou will do that, then they see that

you are really willing; end they will put yciultyn with another carpenter.

Judy: Wh,at advice would you give to other women who are considering a nontraditional career?

Raye: I would suggest speaking with other carpenters or electricians on the job. Find out what they have to say about

it. I don't think a woman 90 pounds could do it. There is a painters' union, and maybe that woman could be a

. good painter; hut I think you have to be able to pull your weight. You have to be strong. And I think she would

have ttijust talk to other people about it to see if that type of work is for her because the faciiities aren't like a

secretary's facilities. It is a dirty, dirty work. You can get dirty on the job.

Judy: What would make it easier for women to go into nontraditional careers, or do you feel that it is pretty easy now?

Raye: Well, I would say high schoolif they have some type of trades in high school for them to take. A carpenter's

shopI think that would be an excellent start.

Judy: What is the hardest part about being a nontraditional Int'orker?

..
R aye: Acceptance.

Judy: Like coworkers. :

t.:

Raye: Definitely.

Judy: And what is the most enjoyable about being a nontraditional?

Raye: Coming back in about five yearIand seeing the work.You know, you were a part of that buhding.

-Judy: I'm wonderingyou mentioned worker acceptance was the harder partand I'm wondering if commUnication

ikills have been a real key to yoyr success? ..

R aye: Yes, we do have a steward on the job, and he takes care of all your perspnal problems. And if I have any, I just
. go to him and he straightens them out for me. Now there have been a few men rcould n6it work with, and I

have stated this. )Pnd I was.put with somebody else I could work with.,But you are going to get that with men
.

some men don't work Inith other men.

.Judy: Have you experienced any sexual harassment at all?

t Jo'

,:.
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Raye. Oh, not really. I wouldn't say that. I've been real careful about this. I try not to tell a man how to talk
moral-wise, and the way I look at itI don't have to listen. If they are taking a break and the men want to talk

men buiiness, I can just get up and leaye. I don't have to. listen to it.

Judy. What,would you say to vocatonal educators and employers in regard to nontraditional einployees or students

advice that you might hpve for themalleviating their doubts about whether we should take nontraditionals

seriously?

Raye. T think.they should because I have seen women in the trades that have really-contributed a lot to that work,

to their work. And especially in finished carpentry, a woman is very neat with her work. And I would just say

to employers to give that woman the opportunity to prove that she Wants to be a carpenter or not. Or any

other trade. I feel like it's time now that we o need e opp
we all know now that the man isn't the only one to bring the paycheck home. There is justoe thing I would
like to add. I would hke to say good luck to all of them. The women out there who want to go in the trades.

And I would like to say just don't took at the good pay because it is hard workyou have tobuy all your hand

tools and you have to wear the proper dress clothes, proper Lioots. You have to, a lot of times, you have to

wear support hose, and you have to buy arch supports for your shoes because you are walking on concrete 8

hours a day. If you try to develop the skill and in thelong run you will really be amazed at what you accomplished.

It's really something. I love working with my.bands, and I like to see what I have produced. And, like r said, one

day I will be able to build my own hd\ne.

19
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OPTION CNONTRADITIONALS
. (What a male dental hygienist

has to say about his work role.),

Judy: Chuck, I understand you are a dental hygienist. How did you get interested in a nontraditional occupation?

Chuck: When I was in the navy, it was not nontraditional. I'd say 80 to'85 percent of the derctal technicians in pp

navy were male. And that's how I got my interestfrom the U.S. Navy.

Judy - no you feel you would have been as likely to become a dental hygienist had you not been introduced to it

in the navy?

Chuck: No. No, I don't.

Judy: Would your reason for not going into it outside the navy have been that it was associated with a woman's

occupation?

Chuck: Exactly. But in the navy it wasn't. I just got so used to it being a male role, I didn't really think of it much

as a female tradition at all.

Judy: So when you came out of the navy it seemed very natural to continue in that field.

Chuck: Right.

Judy: When you were training to become a dental hygienist, you were not in 'rgas:of predominantly women

students, were you?

ChucKL Not in the navy,-no. But in the outside I was the only male. I was the first male to be accepted at thatschool

in dental hygiene.

Judy: Is there any way in which you feel somewhat handicapped in this particular occupation, as compared to

wprhen, or is there anyWay in which you feel you have.an edge over them?

Chuck: Well, I feel I can get along,better with the women than with the men. Oftentimes I'll come into the operatory,

and there'll be a male there, and they'll look at me kind of likeand do a double-take, you know. They'll

say, "Usually a woman cleans my teeth." One patient requested I did not clean his teeth. He didn't want a

male cleaning his teeth. And I said, "Well, what about a dentist?" I mean, dentists actually do restorations

in your mouth, fillings, and they're males." He said, "Well, you need smaller hands to do the cleaning,"

which isn't true at all.

Judy: But women don't question a man doing this job.

,Chuck: Ahh, mast of theitime I would say I oftentimes get confused with the dentist.

JUdy: So in that sense it actually works to your advantage to be maleas a 'power or authority figure.

Chuck: ExLctly.

Judy: Have you Had any interesting experiences going to apply for a job?

Chuck: Oh, yes. I've been interviewed a couple of times now and the dentist will say, "Well, I just wanted to see

what a dental hygienist, how they respond to certain things." One,dentist came in, and he said, "I want

you to meet my associate, Dr. So-and-so." He was about 30 years older:And this doctor carne in and fooked.
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at me right away and said, "Why didn't you go to dental school?" And I said (I was very on the defensiye)
and I said, 'Well, I'll answer that question if you tell me if you ask all your female applicants the same

question." I think I do a very good loll, There are female dentists who do excellent jobs too. It's not really

male or female.
I

Judy: Do you think-that dentists treat you any differently on the job than they treat women who work for them?

Chuck: From my experience, I -would say yes. When I was in the navy asking the dentist, "Do You'think a male

hygienist would survive on the outside?" they would always come up with, "You know most dentists want

to hire a goodlooking female to go with the office."But I worked for one dentist,in town' whose wife
didn't seem to get along too well with the female assistant and thefemale hygienist, so I fit in pretty well.
Certain people tt doesn't bother at all, other people, they do treat me differently. They tend to put me on

a little bit higher level because I am a male and they see that.

ludy: Do you think they have Meer expectations of you than they do of women doing the same job?

Chuck: Yes, because most of the male hygienists that they have known in the past have gone through hygiene as a

way to get into dental school. It's a good "in" for dental school for males especially': It

Judy: What have been the attitudes of the women you work with in the dentist's office towards you?

Chuck: Very positive. I've never not gotten along with any of the women that I've worked with.

Judy: May I ask how old you are?

Chuck: Thirty-two.

Judy: Do you feel that your age is an advantage to you as a nontraditional worker?'

Chuck: I think so, not necessarily age, but the experience that-comes with age. And the other job-related experiences

I've had just working with people. I think I get along with them fairly well, and l'rri,not really too bothered

by a lot of comments people will make.

Judy: How do you assess your future in a nontraditional occupation such as'this?

Chuck: I project that 20 years from now it's difficult to see myself cleaning teeth and having someone pay me foL,

this service at the rate that I'm making right now. What I really see in the future is I would like to have my
oviin office. I would like to be my own boss, take x-rays, and find cavities, and then refer them to a dentist.

That is really how I would like to spe myself 10 years from now, as being my,own boss.

Judy: Have you experienced any sexual harassmeht as a nontraditional worker?'

Chuck: No. None whatsoever,

Judy: If you were asked to go into a classroom in a vocational ichool, what advice would you give to boys and

girls alike about this occupation?

Chuck: I just read an arlicle a couple of weeks ago about in the '80s. Dental hygiene Was the.top fob to §et into. , ,
There are actual opportunities in it for both males and females. I think 10 years from now it's going to be

equal. People won't really see it as a male or female role. . .

Judy: . Did your teachers do something of a constructive nature? Or did you succeed in spite of whatever attitude

they.expressed in class?

Chuck: .All the hygienists,who were instructors were, of course, females, and two of them I felt like were kind of

negative towards me. The Other two were just very positive and the other one.was just Hke inbetween so ,

I think, even if I would have had all the teachers discourage me, I would have still made it in spite of it. I

didn't really needthe people that were positive, but it was-nice. It really was.
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Judy: Kay, I understand that you teach cosmetology- How long have you taught this subject?
..

Kay: l'rri going into my sixth year.

Judy: When did you first encounter having young men in your course?

Kay: This is my first year of having a male student in my class.

Judy: Did you have any notions, preconceptions, about what it would be like haying a young man in class which

may have changed over the course of the year?

Kay; I think so. I was worried about some of the things that we teach. I wasworried about the idea of how he would

accept talking about anatomy and different things that pertain just to females, because we work so much on

female patronage. So I really was worried about how he would take some of the things we were talking about.
Would he be embarrassed? Would it embarrass the other.girls in the class? And I found that my student was able

to handle it without any problem at all. At first there may have been a few problems with him turning,red, but

it Soon passed.

Judy: How would you describe this young man as a nontraditional student?

Kay: He had an interest in art. And being a cosmetologist, art is a very good background. He,had a lot of inprest in

just dealing with doing hair. And so I think just because he had the interest, he decided to pursue it. And we

were very glad that he did. .
Judy: Didhe share with you particular reasons he had for going into this field?

Kay: OK. He wantedand I'm sure he will make this goal come truehe wanted to own a chain of beauty pions.

He wanted to be an owner and Operator and a very successful business person.

Judy: How did he get along with his peers, with the women peers in class?

Kay: They liked him a lot. They pid have problems with dealing with the fact that he sometimes wanted to sit in on

their conversations when they were talking about boyfriends. And sometimes they didn't wish to tell him the
things that they might tell another female. So there he had Oroblems because he did feel left out on occation.

And so there were times that I did have to intervene and say, "Girls: remember he isone of the classmate, and

kf you're going to talk, you should include him."

Judy: How would you compare his abilities, skills, in class to those of the young women in,class?

Kay: His abilities were probably not anything extraordinary compared to the girls. He was probably as aver* as

they were. There are some students that do excel and are exceptional, and my student was an average student.

And he.progressed as the year went on with greatease. He had no problem at theend of the year pasSing his

state board; he did very well. He probably was better than the girls as far as conimunicating with the patrons,
though, because he really had an interest for being there.

Judy: Have you had any role with placing this young man in a job?

23
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Kay: Yes, I have. In fact, if I had had twenty young men in my class, I could haye placed them all. Many of the salons

in the area are very interested in having Male operators because they can communicate with their female clientele

normélly with greater ease than the females can. It is verycoMplimentary when a male hairdresser tells you that

something is going to look nice; and you might believe it from a male before you would believe it from a female. .

And so, wlien it came time to place my male student, I didn't have to make any calls because the calls came to

. melong before school was every ready to endasking me if my male student would be interested in working in
..

the salons'in.the arba,

Judy: Have you had a role in helping to encourage other young men to take cosmetology, ;ow that yob:klihad a

successful experience with your first one?

Kay: I just went through a sex-fairness program with sophomore students from different school in our feeding area

for our vocational schooL And I had the opportunity to work with about fourteen young men. And so that was

a very good opportunity for me to let them know what my program is aboutlet Mem know that it is not

necessarily just a female program.

Judy: Do you have any difficulty with other male sttidents in the school creating problems for themor making them

feel that they are less a man because they are not in a traditional maleyccupation?

Kay: We did have that problem with my itudent. He went through his firit year with quite a bit of frustration. A

number of comments made by maybe some of the boys in auto body or auto mechanics, ones that thought

they were taking masculine roles by,taking
thoseOarticurar.trainings..But.we worked with my student a lotall

of the cosmetology instructors and counselorsand let him feel a little bit more secure about where he was in

knowing that he knew exactly what he wanted, and many of them did not.

15J
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OPTION DVOCATIONAL EDUCATORS
(tisiht a cosmetology initructor
has to say about male students.)

Judy: Bonnie, I understand that you teaCh cosmetology. How long have you been teaching this course?

Bonnie: I've been teaching cbsmetology approximately 12 years.

Judy: When was the first time that you encountered nontraditional students in that capacity?

Bonnie. Well, I've taught in private schools (cosmetology), and I went into the vocational education; and all through

my teaching experiences I've always had boys. I've never had g class that has not had a male enrolled in it.

Judy. Do you recall how you felt at first havinga male take the subject and be so considerably outnumbered by

women?

Yes, 1 remernbeiniersThell. I don't know how to explain to you my feelings of what I thought about the

boys that applied. And I think maybe we tend to feel that maybe a bojt is not normal. When I went into

cosmetology as student myself, I felt that a boy was on the feminine side if he even decided to go to

cosmetology. But working with them, it's changed my outlook. Not meaning that the boys haven't had

problemsespecially in vocational education they've had problems. Now I had a boy last year that he seemed

to have more of a problem than any of the other boys that I'd had ever had in class.

Borrnie.

Judy: Do you attribute his staying in largely to the pep talks you gave him, or were there some other support bases

coming forth to help him?

Bonnie: He had no other suppbrt.

Judy: From his parents?

Bonnie: He had no support from his parents. It's the parents we are fighting. Not just cosmetology with boys, but

it's carpentry with girls, auto mechanics with girls.

Judy: Do the counselors give you collaborative help?

Bonnie: Oh, yes. I don't have any trouble at all with counselors. I have trouble with/home-school counselors, meaning

the schools that feed into a vocational school district. That's the problem we have.

Judy: Do they ever come and visit your classroom to observe these students succeeding?

Bonnie: .No. Very few do, and I feel when we have to educate people about vocational education and about stereo-

typing kids in different programs. I feel it needs to be with the counselors of those home-schools, and we

find that to be our biggest problem. One example was a boy that wanted to come in my class. The counselor

told him that was a feminine profession and that he would find only problems in there and it wasn't for him.

And that's what he repeated to me, and F have told himjust like I told all the other boys I've hadthat in

any profession you're going to fight something a somebody along the way, and it's an individual thing as to

what you want to do.

Judy: How do you feel about iecruiting nontraditionals to take cosmetiOgy?

Bonnie: I try to recruit atleast a couple of boys in the class, and I think a lot of voCational schools Ire trying to do

that now. They have been. It's just when you run into the counselors like I mentioned before and the

parents' negativopinions sometimes, you just don't want to fight that.
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Judy: What have some of your successful techniques been to encourage males to take cosmetology?

Bonnie: Usually, I try to have a male speaker that's a hairdresser in the area to come and speak and show styling

and talk just a little about their experiences in our profession. And then have some of these male iRsitors

that are really interested in cosmetology but they have a problem with their parents. And so. I invite the

parents and the male student and have them come in. And then they, get to have a little bit of rapportwith

the person that's there, and they can talk to them on_the side and kind of let the kids make up their"own

mind.

Judy: Do you have any words to shaile with vocational educators for whom the concept of having nontraditional

students in class is still very new and strange?

Bonnie: .1 think that they also have to come around and come to the classes and see how these kids are working out

and see for themselves. Myself, I always wanted to go into carpentry. That was an art-type thing just like I

am in now; but I had a male principal tell me that I could notabsolutely notget in carpentry, and I regret

that now. And I feel we all have to change.The world is changing; we all have to change our opinions on

what our beliefs were or what we were raised with. But,you cannot sit behind a desk and say a male cannot

be a cosmetologist, a female cannot be a carpenter or auto-mechanic, sitting behind a desk. You have-to go

out and go in all these schools and see how it's wdrking out. Talk to the kids that have been in it. **
4
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(Whatpweldirig lnstructctr
has to spy.about female students.).-.

Judy: Jim, flow long fiNyou taught welding?
,

Jim: , This will be my sixth year. -
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Judy: When did you first encounter having nontraditional.students in c(ass?

Jim: I think two years ago we experiencecrour first girl,in our class.She didn't complete the year with us.

Juchr Have you had any students since then? l
t.

Jim: Yes, we had two this last year .whdhave completéd the year.
.. 4

Judy: Did you haye any conteptions, preconceptions 1I'll put it that way), when this first young wp..-r220n...canie into your

course?And oyerrhe 9ears,h5ve any of these preconceptions changed?
. S

Jim: WelF, actually-I kind ohooked fOrward to having some girls in the cour'se,aueto the fact that there are som.e

areas that girls can perform just a little bit better than fellows in sofie of ihe Rarticular areas in welding.

Judy:. What 9re thd[se areap?

:lisn: That would be..ptobaply in the tig areas. It.:s a real fine 6.rt where you have to hold a real tight steady are, and

it's usua y not (elated to too heavy work?. And ii fits and adapts very well to the female sex. -

Judy: Have yo faund that thOresepte of young women in welding class has changed your curriculum?

.,
4,

.

Jim: Not particularly. It stays pretty mudh the same. It kind of excites the boys a little bita little bit of disturbance.

. - there'but not too bad. rt's bearable. .

°
1,rudy: Does that happen primat just at first? Are they testing the situation, or 'does it persist throughout the year?

Jim: Oh,prirnarily at first, and.the'reis'some there throughout the year.

Judy; How do you, as the instructor, deal with that problem?

Jim: ; Well; generally it pretty w,ell takes care.of itself in your discipline probleni. When you handle your discipline

pretty well; it levels cut.

Judy: Do you filid,that the young women are able to handle some of it themselves?,

Jim: Yes, if they want to, they can pretty well quiet a lot of it themselves.

Judy: Are the young women,at al:iisadvantagibecause it is a field they may be unfamiliar with?

Jim: 'Maybe yes, and maybe no. In this particular area I think that the chance is there for the gill to exceland

probably do as well as the fellows if they really want to put their mind to i4For instanc6, in the last year I

think there have been in our VICA competition the last couple of years, there has been a young lady that has

gone quite far in the competitian as far as being against the fellows in the state competition. ,
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Judy. in welding? Well tha t's wonderful: Haye you had any involvement with Placing young women in jobs after
welding training?

-, ,
.

Jim We haven't actually placed any ye, bmt I dOn't anticipate fik/ing any problems at all./ don't think there will
be any problems there.

Judy: Are yob in contact with employers who have expresse d a willin gheSs tohire women?'

.

Jim: Yes.

Judy: Po they have ahy reseri;ations at afl?

Jim No. As long as we match the student to the job, there is no problem at all. I don't anticipate any problems at an.

Judy. How would you describeare there any other notable characteristics that yOu feel are responsible for their
doing so well?

Jirn. Wen, I think triost of these girls that We have been invol4d with have gotten in touch with a little bit of this in
some type of an industri& artrclass, or something, ahead of time and created ari interest in it.

Judy. This tape is going to be shared with vocational education teachers and employerLaround the country. be
-interested in what advice yOu might have for them,.especiah conskiering that they may not have had some
experience as you have with nontraditional studen.ts,---

Jim. I would say the main thing wbulpe not to be afraid of it and not try to, single anybody out. Let your class
i go'on as it would normally and treat everybody the same. Don't try to separate the girls from the felloNs and

try to -give them special treatment. It would give you kiction between them and the guy's re& quick.
i . \ .
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OPTION DVOCATIONAL EDUCATORS

, (What a drafting ihstructor
has to say about female students.)

Judy: Curt, how long have you been teaching here?

Curt: We're starting in on the fifth year now, so I've completed four years.

Judy: When'did you first encounter nontraditional students?

:Tape Script 11-10,
. Cassette 3, Side 1

Curt. Right away-, The first year I had three young ladies in my class when I started.) can't say that I was too

surprised by that, because on occasion there have been women in the engineering field to a minor degree.

Judy Could you descbe experiences with one or two nontraditional students you have had that you think might be

interesting to people who have not had nontraditionals so far in class?

Curt:. The one that comes to my mmd first of all is a young lady in the drafting field. And she went through our

course heretwo years of vocational draftingand she is a leadership type of individual. She has the character- ,

istics of a very outstanding nature, and she has since gone on to be employed in the Columbus area in an
C"-

Allengineering research and development company, which I think is a very outstanding job, the type ofwork.

There's a lot of creativity and a lot of responsibility, and she has shown a mal leadership in perhaps what has

been a man's field. She's quite successful. Another young woman is perhaps the best.student I've ever had, as

far as the highest grades and the greatest abihty, when it cOmes to creative design potential, that type,of thing.

And she is successfully employed here in the Piqua area at a local industry. She just does a terrific job.

Judy: Have you had to provide any extra training for the women who have taken tRe cOurse in draft g?\
Curt: Well, perhaps, yeah. Well, there's been a couple of women in my class that do need some eitra helpxyes.

Because they ... but I can't say that that's stricIty for women. I can't zero in and say that the wome'n\need

the extra help and not the men. Mr

Judy: Are there problems of Self-confidence in the women who take drafting?

Curt: I think a little bit. Because,part of our course is highly mechanical in nature.i'he young men work on their

cars, and they understand how they work and how they function; whereas generally the women have npt as

much. And it helps them; this knowledge of how machines operate I;elps the men. It gives them a slight

advantage, and the women have to work a little harder "Bt.-kiting that up.Now, in the architectural field, I
have found that the wOmen have a greater flair for that, when it comes to building, than generally theynen do.

-
Judy: Have you been involved in placing nontraditional students in jobs?

Curt: Yes, most of the IndustrIL here, they have engineering staffs and drafting positions from time to time availatile,
And they are more than happy to hire a young woman. Just as much as a man. -

Judy: Have you had any role', erhaps along with the guidance counselor, in encouraging women to consider drafting
,

. as a career?

Curt: Somewhat.We have the students come through on toms..ahd visit the facilities here, and they stop in and visit

classes. And we have a chance to talk with them then. So we do get in touch with them a little bit that waY. Yes,

I do encourage theln to come in and look around, aniej, quite often they're quite surprised and anxious to COme.

4 Judy: 'Mil tape is going to be used to share with vocational teachers, and I'm wondering if you would have any advice

to them if they are at all concerned about girls coming into their class.
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Curt. Well, l,can speak for the drafting-field. I can't speak for welding. From the poinipf view of drafting, I would
not hesitate to encourage male or female..Really, I would treat them basically equal. There's norany reason to

treat a temale qifferent from a male in the drafting field. When I look out over my class, I don't see them as

male and female, tliey are just equal on my mind because physically there IS no demanding effort that one ean

do 6etter than the other.

Judy: Have you ever expeilenced, in class, any-problems with male peers that you've had to deal with?

4
Curt. On a minor degree yeah,,sure.

Judy: Dial they fall into the nature of mild sexual haraisment, or. ..

Curt. Probably, yes.,

Judy. How did you choose to deal with it? Could you share that?

CUrt I very seldom have to step in and deal with it, because these women can handle it. /
Judy Do they have a bearing thai gives a nonverbal message that they are here for business, just like the fellows? '

They aren't taking the class just to be with boys?

Curt: , That's usually the case. They will show a professional attitude that tends to put the problem down, and by doing

thaf I think it makes the men back off.

Judy One last question, Curt. What-is your prognosis, or yaw views about the future for women going into drafting?

Curt. Oh, in draftjng it's very bright. I would encourage them to clo so. I can't think of any reason wiiy there couldn't 4

be as many woMen as men in the drafting field. They are just as capable.

...1
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OPTION ETRADITIONAL COWORKERS

Judy: Ed, what is your occupation?

I
TaPe Script I
Cassette 3, Side 2

(What a male carpenter has to say
about a female coworkee.) . \,

Ed: I'm a carpenter.

Judy: How long have you been a carpenter?

Ed: Oh, for the past 15 years.

.Judy. Is this your first experience, working at the hospital site, workthg with a woman?

Ed. No, I worked with a woman on a convention center. In fact, it was the same woman thati working here on

the hospital.

Judy How did you feel about wornen entering this occupation at first?

Ed , I think it's great. I think everybO`dy should be given the opportunity. I think the women should be gfven the

opportunity, I don'tknow whether I would want my wife working; but I think if the woman thinks sh can

,do the job, 1 thtnk it's great.

Judy. Has there been-any kind of change in your attitude about women in this nontraditional trade over the course

of time and experience?
;/

Ed: Yes, over the course of time there has been a little bit,of a change in my attitude towards it, because sometimds

you come into a position or a situation where a woman can't handle the job or she can'tlift as much as a man.

That's probably a little disadvantage that she has in the field. As far as her being able to interpret the rules; the

prints, or read a ruler, do the other functions f a carpenter, I believe she can..

judy: Have theif performance surprised you at all?

Ed: Yes, some of them have.Well, you have lazy men and.you have lazy women, but most of- the women are"cloing

their best to outperform the man.

jtidy: Why do they want to outperform the men, do you think?

Ed: I don't know whether they want to)l think they are.just trying t.6 show that** can do just as much.

Judy: Can you descr ibe kny problems there may%ave been,at first When the women started working at a consrruction

site?

Ed: There were sevaral problems. One of Me problemsrn'ain problemswould be restroom facilities. There is no

separate maintenanceusually a.general contractor doesn't have a specified area for wômen or for men. The

women have to use the same restroom facilities as a man. In one way that is good, and in one way it's bad

because if there is no lock or key on .the doorand no way for her to close it or a man to close itit can be a

'little bit embarrassing. That's about it, I think. That's about the only disadvantage that I can ritally see other

than I know the exterior type of a construction worker is supposed to be beer belly and loud mouth and cursing

all the time and smoking a cigar. But that's not.really so, and I think the Women have made the men act like

men, instead pf a stereotype construction company worker.
.

Judy: Do you think there was any survival testing, or pranks pulled,,at firstitist to test the wom'en's sincerity11
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- Ed: I'm sure there was. I haven't come across any, but I'm sure there were.

Tape Script 11-11
Cassette 3, Side 2

,

Judy: If there was any of thi-s survival testing, how do you think that problem has been resolved?

Ed: I don't know if it has been solved, but I think as the work progressesand as t4e woman works with the man

I think they can see whether she is capable of doing the job or not. And if she is, then they will accept her.

There won't be any qualms whether she's a woman or a man. Just so long es she can pull her own weight. And

'tricks. There were some tricks pulled on some woman, I have to say this, down in the convention center. It was

one particular girl, and they wouldn't let her eat in the lunch room with them. And they On her a hard time,

but I think she's all right now. I felt kind of sorry for her, but they were trying to ostracize her.

Judy- Do you think she contributed to thai problem?

Ed No, I don't think she did. I don't think she contributed to the problerrl at all. It was a different trade other than

carpenters, and it was sort of a traveling trade where thertraveled around the state doing work. And I think

there you have a 'stereotype more so than a carpenter. It was a pipe fitters, local pipe Vers.

1.ludy* Can you think of any significant events that you think might be worth sharing to people who are just trcing to

think through their, own position on nontraditional workers, any significant event that may have involved one

of -the woman Carpenters here, any success story, or ...? ,

.1 don't knpw of any significant event. As far as success,story, I think a woman-rif she starts the apprenticeship

program and completes the apprenticeship program-1 think that is a success story in itself. Because she survived

four years of blarney, and she has proven herself, and she has done ber job.

.4.

Judy- In my interview with Raye-1 'would like to follow tat up by asking youdoes she do anything particularly to

make her work situation successful, aside from her apparent great skill? '

Ed: No, there's nothing sigaific . She just does her job; Is just feel she does her job. That's about all that is expected

of anybody.

Judy:, Do you think communication skills plays any part in.her relationship with other workeh?

^ Ed: There is really nothing different about the way she works, talks to the other workers, or handles herself, Oiher

than the fact that she is a female. There is nothing different in her manner. Of course, she doesn't walk like a

mak,.or have a gruff voice or whatever-have-you. She, she's a woman, and she is just, just in a man's job; but

she is doing her-self, proving 1 guesto herself and to a lot of other people that s4 can do it.

Judy:* Does she have a sense of hurnr?

Ed. Oh, definitely, she has a sense of humor. She's a great person. I kind of like Raye. I've met her husband, and 1

kind of like the both of them.

Judy If you were asked to talk to a vocational educ4ion class, what woul u say to traditional and nontraditional

students alike about this whole issue of people oing into an occuaption not usually associated with their sex?

I would say, follow your heart. If you feellhat you can, don't let anything stop you. There is nothing that is

going to stop you from doing anything really, whether it be a woman or a man..There is no field that anybody

really couldn't handle, if they put their mind to it, whether it be this profession or another type.

Judy: Would yob like to make any comments at a.11 to vocational educators or employers about this same issue of

nontraditional workers?

1 6 /
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Ed. The only comment that I probably would make is encourage them; That is probably the key word. But that

goes along with a man apprentice, a man apprentice also. See, when you are an apprentice, you are not

supposed to really know a lot. You are supposed to learn. And the problem*,a lot of people don't like to

take the time to teach anybody anything, bedause they are so wrapped up in doing their own job. If they

took the time to encourage someone, to still push them along, that would probably be the key word

encouragement.

Judy: Would you work with a woman again?

Ed: Definitely. Why definitely, sure!/
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OPTION ETRADITIONAL COWORKERS

(What a womari administrator and woman supervisee
have to say about a.male day care administrator.)

Judy: I am interviewing two women who work at a day care center. Could each of you describe briefly what your

. position is here at the day care center? Lugene first.

Lugene: I'm the head teacher of the five-year.old classroom.

Judy: OK, Rho da.

Rhonda

Judy

Lugene. Yes, it is for me. It's the first time.

I'm the associate director of the day dare center.

4.
For each of you, is this your first experience working closely with a man in this area?

Rhonda ' Yes, in this position. I've worked with males in positions that are not equal to rnin-ein other words, as either

my supervisees or they have completely different backgroundsbut not with a male on the same plateau as me.

Judy: I'd appreciate very Much if you would be willing to share how you felt about this relationship at first.

Lugene: Well, I had just graduated from college, and in my classes there were several men. Soseally I didn't' think

anything about it. I thought, well, it's the-first time I ever worked with a man in a situation like this, but I

was aware that men are becoming more and more interested in education.
-

Rhonda: Knowing his credentials, I think (Alt a littlein awe of him. I felt lilce I needed to help him inore than I really

did need to help him, because he was just very,quick to adavrand Very quick to get in and get hisprogram

gbing.

Judy:. I see you nodding your head, Lugene. Ate you

Lugene: I agree-1'94i what Rhonda said because I felt more or less the same way at first.

JUdy: Is It a situation of fearof the unknown, perhaps?

Lugene: Yes, the unknown and the inexperience. I iust had not had the experience 'of doing it, and I think people have

a tendency to think, "Well, this is a littrd out of:the ordinary. Is.there something wrongwith the whae

situation?"4

Judy: Could you describe your expectation now of a man in such a nontraditional role?

Rhonda: Well, I expect that we're going to see a lot more men working in day care no.W. td I think that they are

going to be very aggressive when,they move into their positions. And they are not going to need' us to help*

them along and get them acquainted with day care; bFause they are going to be very knowledgeable of day

. oare themselves.

. Judy:* What is Steve's position here?

Rhonda': He's the prbgram director.

Judy: ,The program director. In that capacity, what kinds of things is he responsible for?
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Rtionda. He is responsible for the educational component of the program. The teaching staff, the educational

materials and equipment, everything that has to\do with the.daity scheduling am) working with the children.

He's expected to be able to filt in as a teacher as well as supervise all the teachers.

Judy Have you experienced, either of you, any problems because Steve is a man in a nontraditional role?

Both. - No.

Judy. Another way of getting at the area thg I'm interested in is to ask you,could you describe any advantages

or diSadvantages to.the work situation because he is a man?

Liigene Well, I can think of many advantages, but one in the classroom, when he's with the children, he just loves

othem so much and he has so much to offer them. You know, when he talks to them, sometimes they even

listen more because, I think, he is a man and he has, you know, a sterner voice.

Rhonda And a 1ot of our children that we serve are single parent families. And a single parent family in this day and

age is mainly the mother and children. And so, lots of these children don't have a male image to look up to,

and Steve in the Center will represent a male image for them to look up to. And I think that that's a big plus

for us, having both images on boardthe mother and the father image.

JUdy. Have other colleagues of yours ever talked much about the fact that the program director is a man 7

. Lugene. There were never any snide remarks or anything. It was just an accepted fact that he was here.

Jtidy. Do you think that Steve does anything particularly to make your work relationship successful7

Rhonda. He listens to us He listens to our ideas and our suggestions. He doesn't just cut us off and say, "I'm the

program director and this is the way I'm going to do it."

Judy: He doesn't sound chauvinistic at all.

Lugene. I wouldn't accuse him of that.

Judy. How do parents react to, or are they aware of, Steve's role?

Lugene: They are-definitely aware. He makes himself known to the parents.

Rhonda: We had qu,ite a mixture of feelings among the parents when he started. We had no program director before

thatilyhen he started implementing some of the new ideas that he had, they were really, some of them thought

tbat was really terrific. "Why haven't we been doing this all along?" And others said, 'Well, my problems

with the program started when you hired your program. director."
cr t

Judy Well, were these concerns based on 'his personality, or were they based on the fact that a man, can he fuJfill

this function dealing with little children?

Rhonda: Some of it was. Some of it was his philosophy, and some of it was that he was a male, and they were saying,

"You can't know how to handle my children."And some of the parents were saying, "You're not going to

give them the same affection that your teachers who-are all female will give the children."

Judy: Have you noticed any appreciable change in the attitude of parents who were somewhat skeptical at first?

Rhonda: Yes. Those parents have either since left the program to find something that they were satisfied with, or

they've adapted and learned more about his program and his'philosophy and been converted to it, really.
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Judy What would you say'to students in a vocational education class trying to prepare for a work world in which

they are going to be working togethermen and women? What would you say to thern about communication

on the job?

Rh Ada: The first. thing, be open-minded and be willing to listen tb whit the other person has to Say. Maybe you wo*t

agree with itat the very beginning; but if you listen to him and listeh to his reasons' quite.often you can see

yourself compromising or even changing your viewpoint. But if you're not going to be open-minded, you're

not going to be able to communicate, because it's only going to be "I" nd what "I" want and wha't "I" say-
is important.

Judy: I'm also interested in what advice you might have for vocational educators in terms of their preparation of

nontraditional students.

Rhonda: I would not want a vocational education teacher/trainer to discourage from trying anything. Any job that

may be all male now, or all female now, should be tried. And you're going to.run into tome b i walls

probably, because there are people who are prejudiced and stereotype everybody.

Lugene. You have to prepare yourself to assume that you ar going to be under attack. Expec that, More or less...

And like Rhonda said, you just face the problems h ad-on,

Judy , I'm also interested in What advice you might have to give

applying for jobs,
r

oyers who may have nontraditionals
,.

,

..

Lugene I would hope employers would look past that. Imould hope that they would not view that as a prerequisite

for employment itself. I mean, that seems really just narrow-minded. If a person has the capabilities and he

has the education to perform in the classroom, Vvhy not hire that person, whether male or female? I don't

see what . . , S

Rhonda: I would tell the employer to look over the interview screening techniques and the questions that they ask

their applicants. And if they are not open enough to look over those themselves, givp them to an outside

person who can look over their interview screening checklist, or the questions they ask their applicants.

Because lots of times you would be surprised at how those are very stereotyped questions that can really,

a nontraditional type of employee could really gek torn apart answering some of those ... or put on the

defensive immediately. And there-you go.
, .

Judy Would both of you, or each of you, work for or with a man again,

Rhonda. Oh, definitely.

Lugene. Ph, yeah.
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RECRUITMENT/INTERVIEWING ROLE PLAYS

Role Play Cards I I I71
Option El e

Directions for Facilitators:

For each role-play participant, cdt the character's role-play tasks apart and distribute.

;

ROLE PLAY NO. 1 ROGER

Task A: Your class is about to take a typing speed test. Speed tests always make you nervous

because if_s_hard.to.avoltrnistalmAPiurena.sumyou 04aptand :the directions

Ms. Dimetri gave. You try to get her help before shelets the timer.

Task lEf:. Same as Task A.

ROLE PLAY. NO..1 -6- MS. DIMETRI

Task A: Role play a scene between you and Roger. You are weary of Roger's need.,for

attention. But when Roger comes for help, you grudgingly put up with it because

he's a male. You believe females naturally surpass males in finger dexterity and

attention to detail. You feel put upon that you have to have Roger in class.

Task B: Role play again the scene between you and Roger. You wani the class to take their

daily typing speed test. Since you're starting a,new unit today, the clas time.is

planned to the brim. Now Roger is trying to get your attention again. ou are weary

of this behavior, so be determined to deal with it in a way that helps R ger and you.
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"Role Play Cards III-1
Option B

ROLE PLAY NO. 2 TRUDY

Task A: You have failed your first test in machin . This depresses you because you

desperately need a good job to suppo your chi n:NoW Mr. Cozad, your

instructor, has asked you to a conference. Try to convince him tO give yoa extra

help with the math. You don't think you can make it without help,

Task B: Same as Task A.

ROLE PLAY NO.

MR. COZAD, MACHINE SHOP INSTRUCTOR

Task A: Role play your conference with Trudy. You want to put her in her place. If she's

determined to be a machinist, she's going to have to pay the price. Sure you'll give

he,r: some extra helpif she'll agree to some sex. You're not going to let any woman

manipulate you. We'll see how badly she wants a man's job.

Task B: Role play again your conference with Trudy. You're open:minded about her ability

because you understand that-she hasn't had much exposure to math. Unfortunately,

you have a tight sctledule that doesn't allow much time to work with Trudy. Help

her deal with her discouragement and discover ways to solve her career problems

without giving up on the machine trade.

ROLE PLAY NO. 3 JUStINE

Task,A: You aren't happy in therpreapprenticeship program for construction trades. The

trouble is that your male classmates ignore and exclude you.Now, Mr. Willis wants

to talk to you. Now's your chance-to ask for his advice. You wonder whether you

should drop outwill it always be like this as a woman carpenter?

Task B: Same as Task A.

ROCE PLAY NO. 3 MR. WILLIS

Task A: Role play the conversation you request with Justine. You want to tell Justine that

you expect the same performance from her as from the Males in the class. Don't be

very sympathetic because your philosophy, especially where nontraditionals are

concerned, is sink or swim. After all, that's the way it is in the work world.

Task B: Yqu are aware that Justine seems isolated from her male classmates. Meet with her

now to discuss -the problem, Offer suggestions to her for getting alongand propose

what steps you're prepared to take to herO her improve the situation.

j . -11
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,

ROLE PLAY NO. 4 FRANK

Task A: In your evaluation with Dr. Phillips, talk over the incident that just'happend in

class. Try to communicate why you wish Dr. Phillips had-treated you differently.
Ask.him for clarification of your responsibilities.

Task B: Same as Task A.

ROLE-PLAY NO. 4 DR. P.HILLIPS

Task A: You don't think there's any excuse fat- Frank's performance during the class demon-
stration. On the job a man simply doesn't behave that way. First of all, a man must
speak up when something's wrong with supplies or take the initiative to get the
needed-Supplies. Secondly, a man is tough and can take criticism. No wonder Frank's
chosen a woman's occupation.

Task B: You believe Frank is too defensive ab6ut criticism. In your evaluation, discuss with
him the need to take things in stride so that patients won't get the bestof him. Remind
him that.you'correct all the students publicly so that pthers can learn from their
mistakes. Encourage Frank to distinguish between comments about fiis work and his
own self-worth. Explore ways that will helP Frank build his self-confidence to speak
up when he needs supplies and not overreact when something goes wrong.

ROLE PLAY NO. 5 HARRY

Task A: You try not to lose your temper.tt you have almost run out of patience with the
harassment from classmates. Mrs. Hightower has asked to talk to you, but you're
reluctant to comPlain. That would be unmanly. You'd rather drop Out first.

(Thew is no Task B for this role play.)

ROLE PLAY NO. 5 MRS. HIGHTOWER'

Task A: 'Role play the scene between You and Harry. You want to help Harry, but you're
aware that he's a very private person. You're afraid it would embarrass him to
lecture the class on their behavior. In your meeting with Hariy, offer suggestions
to him for what to do and propose what steps you're prepared to take. You are
concerned to deal with thispoblem and encourage Harry.'s talent.

(There is no Task B for this role play.) ,
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ROLE PLAY NO. 6 DORIS

Task A: You are determined to Work on cars. Try to convince your teacher Mr. Sanchez that

there are ways to compensate for your size. Remind him that so' far you've excelled

. in class.

Task B: Same as Tas,k A.

..0

Task A:

Task!:

.L.

.

,

.
- -

.k

ROLE PLAY NO..6 MR. SANCHEZ

You're afraid that having Doris in auto mechanics will create extra problems for

yourself and the class. Tell her that she's not strong enough,to a mechanic and

that the only way you'll accept her as a student is in traini to be averts manager.

You don't want to see doris get hurt. Therefore, ask her to consider training to be

a parts manager. At the same time you're aware that she has shown ability and

genuine interest, and you don't want her to think you're discriminating Against her.

Be prepared to reach a compromise splution that will enable her to do the course

work if she decides.to enroll (e.g., special tools, collaborative assignments).
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